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The experimental study of subpicosecond transport in GaAs and other
semiconductors is of fundamental importance for the understanding of scattering
processes on very short time scales. New theoretical approaches have been developed
to describe transport physics in this regime and these theories must be tested. From a
practical point of view many active devices of different types operate on a picosecond
time scale; the basic physics operant in these devices must be well understod before
their speeds can be extended into the subpicosecond range.
The purpose of this work has been to develop and demonstrate techniques
which are capable of measuring electron velocities and energies on a time scale of a
few hundred femtoseconds. The two approaches described here are transient
photoconductivity measured via electro-optic sampling and transient absorption
spectroscopy obtained with a femtosecond continuum pumplprobe arrangement.
Detailed Monte Carlo calculations of the evolution of the electron drift velocity
and energy distribution for experimental conditions of interest have been developed.
These calculations take into account all of the important scattering mechanisms,
including, where appropriate, electron-electron and electron-hole interactions.
Transient photoconductivity results obtained using two different excitation
wavelengths are qualitatively in very g o d agreement with the theoretical predictions.
In particular a photocurrent overshoot with a risetime of 420fs has been measured
which correlates well with the predicted electron velocity overshoot. To the author's
knowledge this constitutes the first fully time-resolved measurement of velocity
overshoot at room temperature. The Jones-Rees effect, which is apparent as a delay in
the onset of photoconductivity at low fields, has also been obsexved.

.

Time-resolved transient absorption measurements have been undertaken for
the first time with an applied electric field. In the absence of an applied field the
observed thermalization of the electron distribution within the first 200fs following
excitation is in good agreement with other results published in the literature. When the
field is applied an increase in the population of the tail of the distribution due to
electron heating via the field has been observed during the first 200fs. This is in
qualitative agreement with Monte Carlo predictions. Due to nonuniformities in the
field within the sample the observed field effect is not as large as predicted.
Improvements in the experiment are discussed to achieve a uniform field which
should yield experimental results in quantitative agreement with the theory.
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%re was no 'One, two, three, and away, ' b u t
they began running when they Liked and
left off when they Liked, so that it was not
easy to know when the race was over.
Lewis Carroll

1. Jntroduc tiw
The study of electron transport in GaAs has been driven by two separate but
related forces. The first is that since the 1960's theorists have predicted several
anomalous effects that should occur in this and other III-V materials, including
negative differential resistance and the Gunn effect, velocity overshoot, and most
recently hot phonon effects. In parallel with these theoretical developments has been
the steady increase in applications of GaAs devices in communication and computer
technologies. Two specific areas in which GaAs has a distinct advantage over its
more mature Si competitor are in high-speed applications, because mobilities are
generally higher in the III-V materials, and in optical and electro-optic devices, which
take advantage of the direct-gap and electro-optic nature of GaAs. Currently the field
of GaAs electro-optic devices is expanding geometrically as researchers explore the
possibilities of ultra-high-speed hybrid optoelectronic computers and the "ultimate"
possibility of an all-optical computer.
Despite this wealth of activity there are many details concerning the band
structure and transport properties of GaAs which have been only indirectly measured
if indeed they have been measured at all. An honest theorist who performs Monte

Carlo calculations, which are being relied upon more and more heavily, will
somewhat reluctantly admit that many of the 4 h d d parameters that go into a typical
calculation are best estimates based upon various band structure calculations. Clearly
there is a need for carefully designed experiments which can illuminate some of the
fundamental aspects of transport in GaAs.
Much of the early work on GaAs focussed on the potential development of its
negative differential resistance (NDR) characteristics which were predicted by Ridley
and Watkins [I]. In principal such behavior could be utilized for amplification similar
to the Esaki tunnel diode. The steady-state velocity-field curve published by Ridley

and Watkins is shown in Fig. 1.1 along with a simplified band structure diagram.
Ridley and Watkins postulated that for high fields electrons which were initially at the
band edge would eventually gain sufficient energy from the applied electric field that
they could scatter out of the central valley into the sidebands. The electron mobilities
in the sidebands are considerably lower than in the central valley and hence electrons
would slow down. According to the simple argument that the current density J=nev
this would imply that above a threshold field of 3kVlcm the effective resistance of the
device would be negative.

\

I
I

I
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MASS
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Fig. 1.1 Simplified band structure diagram of GaAs and the electron velocity-field
curve predicted by Ridley and Watkins [I].

One of the first investigators to study the current-voltage behavior of GaAs
was Gunn [2,3]. Gunn found that unlike germanium, which exhibited a saturated
current at high fields, the GaAs response demonstrated extremely high-frequency
current oscillations above a certain threshold field. The amplitude of the oscillations
was large, with as much as 1-2% of the incident power being converted into RF

power. Gunn found that the frequency of oscillation scaled inversely with the sample
length, indicating that the phenomenon was a transit-time effect. An analysis by
Ridley [4] showed that the oscillations were a consequence of NDR. A uniform field
distribution across the sample is not stable in a negative conductivity regime. Under
certain conditions space-charge accumulation layers form in domains at the cathode
which propagate across the sample to the anode with the drift velocity of the carriers.
This gives rise to current oscillations at the terminals of the deyice which may have
frequencies as high as 100GHz.This phenomenon formed the basis of a new class of
devices, called Gunn diodes, which have been used extensively as oscillators for the
generation of millimeter-wave radiation.
In order to understand the dynamics of electrons injected into a GaAs FET
Ruch [S] performed a Monte Carlo simulation of an ensemble of electrons accelerated
by a uniform electric field which was turned on instantaneously at t=O. The resultant
transient electron drift velocity calculations are shown in Fig. 1.2 for three different
applied fields. The behavior of the low-field transient was as expected. Electrons are
initially accelerated by the applied field but eventually reach an equilibrium velocity
which is determined by scattering with the lattice and impurities. At high electric fields
the transient behavior is dramatically different. The electrons are accelerated to very
high velocities for the first 400fs, reach a peak velocity, and then relax after a few
picoseconds to a relatively low equilibrium velocity. This phenomenon is referred to
as velocity overshoot. The mechanism is the same one that is responsible for NDR.
Electrons are initially in the central valley at the band edge, where their mobility is
high. When the field is turned on they are accelerated and gain energy and velocity
from the field. As they gain energy they climb up the energy band until, at 300meV,
they have sufficient energy to scatter into the sidebands and subsequently slow down.
More electrons are in the sidebands at high field.than low field, which is why the

Fig. 1.2 Transient electron drift velocity in GaAs plotted versus time and propagation
distance as calculated by Ruch [5].

high-field equilibrium velocity is lower.

In Fig. 1.2 is also plotted the transient electron drift velocity versus distance.
This demonstrates the prediction that, for devices whose speed is determined by the
electron transit time across the device, an enhancement of the device speed may be
obtained if the channel length is reduced to less than one micron. The speed may in
principal be very significantly increased if the channel length is made as shon as
0.25um. It is on this premise that extensive research has been focussed on the
fabrication of short-channel FET structures. A calculation by Shur 161, which
assumes that the cutoff frequency of an FET is simply inversely proportional to the
transit time, is shown in Fig. 1.3. The solid line does not include overshoot effects
while the dotted line has such effects included. For gate lengths of less than one
micron the cutoff frequency is enhanced and for a gate length of 0.25um overshoot

effects increase the cutoff frequency by nearly a factor of three.

Fig. 1.3 Calculation of the cutoff frequency of a GaAs FET versus gate length: dotted
line includes overshoot effects, solid line does not [6].

For actual GaAs MESFET's the general trend has been an increase in the
operating frequency with decreasing gate length, but this cannot be attributed solely to
reductions in the transit time [7]. Decreasing the gate length increases the
transconductance and reduces the gate-source capacitance which together increase the
cutoff frequency. The parasitic capacitances and resistances of the device must be
carefully minimized, otherwise they will determine the upper frequency limit of the
FET. A GaAs MESFET with a gate length of 0.2um has demonstrated an oscillation
frequency as high as llOGHz [B]. A modification of the standard planar device
design was introduced by Mishra et. al. [9] and Frensley et. al. [lo]. By fabricating
the device vertically shortchannel devices with good uniformity and welldefined gate
lengths could be obtained. This so-called VFET (Vemcal FET) was predicted to have

a maximum oscillation frequency of 200GHz. A similar structure called the PBT
('Permiable Base Transistor) has an imbedded metallic grating as the gate and has

demonstrated an oscillation frequency of 200GHz [1I.].

In spite of this volume of research based upon the principal of overshoot,
there remains extremely little direct evidence of velocity overshoot and "quasiballistic"
transpon in the literature. This is primarily due to two reasons. First, the appropriate
time scale is only a few hundred femtoseconds, a regime which has been largely
inaccessible until the recent advent of ultrafast dye lasers. Secondly, it is difficult to
design an experiment in which the observable parameter can be directly related to the
intrinsic electron drift velocity. Often space-charge effects, displacement currents,
hole currents, trapping, heating effects, and other problems obscure the results.
Chapter 3 will describe in detail the different experimental approaches that have been
developed to date to measure transient drift velocities. The advantages and
disadvantages of each of these techniques and their relationship to the approach taken
in this work will be discussed.

Chapter 2 will introduce the appropriate theoretical concepts necessary to
describe subpicosecond electron transport, including the important scattering
processes that contribute to the electron velocity. The time-dependent Boltzmann
equation will be reviewed and the difficulties of applying it to a realistic
semiconductor on a subpicosecond time scale will be discussed. The retarded
Langevin equation will be described which illuminates some aspects of the velocity
overshoot problem. Finally, the Monte Carlo technique will be detailed as an
appropriate way to model the semiconductor system in all of its complexity.
Chapter 4 will focus on the application of transient photoconductivity
measurements to the study of subpicosecond electron transpon. A qualitative theory
will be described which shows the direct relationship between a transient voltage

generated by a GaAs photoconductive switch and the transient electron drift velocity.
The electrc~opticsampling technique, which is capable of measuring transient voltage

waveforms on a time scale of a few hundred femtoseconds, will be presented. Monte
Carlo predictions of the electron drift velocity specific to our experimental conditions,
which have been carried out by Robert Grondin at Arizona State University, will be
shown. In addition, experimental results that constitute a time-resolved qualitative
measurement of velocity overshoot and the related phenomenon of the Jones-Rees
effect, obtained at two different excitation wavelengths, will be described.
A complementary experiment which yields direct information about the
electron distribution function, referred to as transient absorption spectroscopy, will be
reviewed in chapter 5. Recall that velocity overshoot is caused by field-induced
heating of the electrons and subsequent intervalley transfer. This heating is reflected
in the shape of the electron distribution, which may not necessarily have an
exponential form and which in general will have a characteristic temperature which is
higher than the lattice temperature. Hence time-resolved measurements of the
evolution of the distribution function will give information about electron heating
which will complement the transient photoconductivity data. Monte Carlo predictions,
developed by Mohammed Osman at Scientific Research Associates, will be compared
with transient absorption data obtained using two different pumplprobe
configurations.

2.1

Comme~
The theoretical description of subpicosecond carrier transport in GaAs

involves the extension of standard solid state concepts into unique regimes, where in
fact it will be seen that many familiar assumptions break down. Along with the need
for new theoretical approaches comes the need for care in the terminology used for
conceptualization. For example, when carriers have kinetic energies larger than the
lattice temperature they are often referred to as "hot electrons", even though in the
transient regime the distribution function may be highly non-Maxwellian and hence a
well-defined temperature does not exist. Another example is the use of the terms
"ballistic" or "quasi-ballistic", referring to the initial instance of time during which the
carriers are accelerated freely by the applied field without collisional interference .
This term may apply to the fust few tens of femtoseconds of transport, but the
emphasis here will be on the energy loss rate of the carriers and whether the carriers
have gained sufficient energy between collisions to undergo intervalley transfer to the
sidebands. The terms used to describe this regime will be "transient", "nonstationary", and "subpicosecond."

2.2 Band Structure and Scattering Mechanisms
GaAs is a 111-V semiconductor which crystallizes in the cubic zincblende
structure. It is a direct-gap semiconductor which implies that light at the bandgap
energy is absorbed very efficiently; the bandgap at room temperature is 1.423eV
(871nm). Incident light at this or shorter wavelengths will create free electrons and
holes whose transport is governed by the band structure shown in Fig. 2.2.1 [12].

The conduction band has three valleys, the T,L, and X valleys. The effective mass of
the electrons at the minima of these valleys is 0.067m0, 0.222m0, and 0.58rn0

respectively, so that electrons in the r valley have much higher mobilities than in the

L or X valleys. In addition, the effective electron mass at intermediate energies is
governed by the curvature of the energy band, which in general is non-parabolic. For
the holes there are three separate bands of importance. There are two adjacent bands,
) light hole (mlh=.O82mo) bands, which are
the heavy hole ( ~ ' 0 . 5 l m g and

---
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Fig. 2.2.1 Band structure of GaAs [12]
degenerate at the band edge, plus a split-off band (ms,=0.154~).The density of
states of the light hole band is considerably lower than for the heavy hole band, so
that over a wide temperature range the light holes only constitute -7% of the total hole
population 1121. For the split-off band the density of states is extremely low so that
psdpo < 0.0004 [12], however, the band is important for some optical transitions
away from the band edge, as will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
Several different scattering mechanisms are operant in GaAs, including
ionized impurities, optical and acoustic phonons, and carriercarrier scattering. Each
of these may be responsible for intravalley scattering, intervalley scattering, or both.

of these may be responsible for intravalley scattering, intervalley scattering, or both.
Each may be characterized in terms of an interaction potential and a corresponding
transition matrix element. According to the Ferrni Golden Rule, the transition
probability from state k to state k'due to a perturbed Hamiltonian H' is

where E and E' are the energy eigenvalues of the initial and final states. If the matrix
element is Fourier transformed it may be factorized:

I(klH'

k') P = V ( q ) G ( k , k 9 )

q=k'-k

[ 2.2.2 ]

V(q) is the squared Fourier transform of the interaction potential. G(k,k') is the
overlap factor between the periodic part of the Bloch wavefunctions of the initial and
final states. Particular forms for V(q) for different scattering mechanisms will be
discussed below.
The simplest scattering mechanism of importance is that of ionized impurity
scattering. The interaction potential is an electrostatic Coulomb potential. Two
approaches have been developed to describe the screening of the potential, namely
that of Conwell and Weisskopf [13] and Brooks and Henry [14]. The Brooks-Henry
model uses an exponentially screened potential:

where Z is the number of charge units at the impurity and

P is the Debye-Huckel

inverse screening length. The square of the matrix element is given by:

where NIis the density of ionized impurities (usually assumed to be -1015cm-3).
Because the interaction is electrostatic in nature it is only important for low electron
energies. At low fields the electron mobility will be determined by the impurity
scattering, while at high fields phonon scattering and intervalley transfer will
dominate.
Several different electron-phonon interactions are important in GaAs. The
acoustic and optical dispersion relations for the zones of interest as obtained by
Waugh and Dolling [15] are shown in Fig. 2.2.2. Each of these branches will be
discussed separately below.
Phonons can interact with electrons in two ways. If the presence of the
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Fig. 2.2.2 Phonon dispersion relations for GaAs [15].

phonon perturbs the crystal lattice, then the interaction is referred to as the
deformation-potential type and the term is applied to both acoustic and optical
phonons. If the interaction is electrostaticin nature, typical of polar materials, then it
is referred to as as a piezoelectric interaction for acoustic phonons and as a polar
interaction for optical phonons.
Polar-optical phonon scattering results in strong coupling of the LO phonons
to the electrons but negligible coupling to the TO phonons. The fonn for the
interaction potential is
-A[~P%VI
=

e s fi

iqr
+ + - i -qLr,
{aqe
+ a9 e
}

[2.2.6]

where A is a proportionality constant and p is the crystal density. The corresponding
square of the matrix element is
9

No = Bose-Einstein dist. =

1

fi (0

e x p [ d ]
k T

[ 2.2.8 ]

-

1

B

E, and ~g are

the high and low-frequency dielectric constants, the plus sign is for

phonon emission, and the minus sign is for phonon absorption.
The treatment of deformation-type optical phonons is simplified by the fact
that the dispersion curves (Fig. 2.2.2 ) are nearly independent of q. This justifies the
assumption that the effective optical phonon temperature eOpand dismbution function
Nq are independent of q. Under these conditions the squared matrix element is given
by

where Dtis an interaction constant and K is a reciprocal lattice vector. This scattering
mechanism is isotropic.
Acoustic phonons are relatively less important than the optical phonons, and
only contribute significantly for high electron energies. Because the acoustic phonon
energy is so low many authors assume that scattering with electrons is elastic.
However, Reggiani [16]points out that for a Monte Carlo hot electron simulation a
mechanism is necessary for exchange of infinitesimal amounts of energy between the
electrons and the lattice. This role is filled by the deformation-typeacoustic phonons.
The squared matrix element has the form

where El is the acoustic deformation parameter and s is the longitudinal sound
velocity.
Because of the electrostatic nature of the piezoelectric interaction the scattering
efficiency for that mechanism decreases with increasing electron energy, hence its role
is usually neglected in hot electron simulations.
Intervalley scattering is handled separately in a Monte Carlo calculation, and it
is the dominant mechanism for scattering at high fields [16].Specifically it becomes
important when the electron energy is above the threshold of 0.30eV for T-Ltransfer
and 0.46eV for T-X eansfer. Because the momentum transfer is small intervalley
scattering may be formally treated in the same way as intravalley deformation-type
optical phonon scattering. Therefore it takes the same form as eq [2.2.9]:

where Djk is an appropriate interaction constant for scattering from the jth to the kth
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Fig. 2.2.3 Monte Carlo calculation of electron scattering rates for the GaAs r MUey
for the dominant scattering mechanisms [17].

valley induced by a phonon of energy kj38jk.
Fiq. 2.2.3 shows a sample Monte Carlo calculation of the total scattering rate
for electrons in the T valley in GaAs including all of the above scattering mechanisms
1171. At low energies the dominant scattering mechanisms are ionized impurity
scattering and optical phonon emission. As stated above, there is a sharp increase in
the scattering rate at the threshold for T-L transfer and at high energies the rate is
dominated by T-L and T-X scattering.
Another set of scattering mechanisms that have only recently been
incorporated into Monte Carlo calculations are carrier-carrier interactions, which may
be divided into electron-electron,hole-hole, and electron-hole scattering. Osman and

Ferry [18,19] have carried out a detailed study of the impact of electron-hole
scattering on hot phonon transport. This interaction becomes important at densities
above 1017cm-3at room temperature. Because of their much lower effective mass,
photoexcited electrons start out with more excess energy than their corresponding
holes. The effect of the electron-hole interaction is to transfer energy from the
electron ensemble to the hole ensemble, cooling the electrons and heating the holes.
Recall that velocity overshoot requires electrons to transfer from the T to the L valley,
and T-L transfer requires that electrons have an excess energy of 0.30eV or more.
Therefore cooling of the electrons via electron-hole scattering will degrade velocity
overshoot. This is shown in Fig. 2.2.4, which is a Monte Carlo calculation of
electron drift velocity with n=lol*cm-3 and T=300K. The solid line is with e-h
collisions included, and the dashed line is without e-h collisions. In this case the
degree of velocity overshoot degraded from 550% to 50% when e-h collisions were
included. Fig. 2.2.5 shows the corresponding calculation for the percentage of
electrons that have transferred to the L and X valleys. The percentage of transferred
electrons was reduced from 50% to 30% with the inclusion of electron-hole
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Fig. 2.2.4 Monte Carlo calculation of elecmn drift velocity for a density of 1018cm-3
[18]. The dotted line includes e-h scattering; the solid line does not

TlME (ps)

Fig. 2.2.5 Monte Carlo calculation of percentage of r electrons that scatter to the
upper valleys [18]. The dotted line includes e-h scattering; the solid line does not.

scattering. Clearly to maximize velocity overshoot effects experiments must be
undertaken at as low a density as possible, preferably at or below 1017cm-3.
Electron-electron and hole-hole collisions are elastic and so will not change the
average energy of an electron fiole) ensemble but will drive the distribution into a
thermalized Maxwell-Boltzmann shape if it is not initially so distributed. These
conclusions are based upon transient absorption experiments in bulk GaAs [20] and
GaAs quantum wells [21] as well as Monte Carlo calculations [22,23]. The
experiments measure the time dependence of a hot electron distribution function as it
cools down from an initially near-monoenergetic photoexcited state. The electron
distribution broadens to a Maxwell-Boltzmann dismbution on a time scale of 200fs.
Because e-e and h-h collisions do not affect the average energy of the electron and
hole distributions they should not affect the magnitude of the velocity overshoot in a
hot electron transport experiment, though they may have a small effect on the time
scale of the overshoot [24].

2.3 Time-De~endentBoltzmann Transport Equation
This section will discuss some of the details of the application of the
Boltzrnann equation to transient transport along with the limitations of the approach.
According to Reggiani[l6] the operator form of the Boltzmann equation may

be written
r

where f is the dismbution function and Ck is the collision operator. The usual
equations for momentum and group velocity are

If carriercarrier scattering and space-charge effects can be ignored then the collision

operator is linear in f and may be written as

where Vo is the volume of the crystal, W( k, k' ) is the total transition rate, and h(k)
is the scattering rate. W( k, k' ) is the sum of all independent scattering processes.
Microscopic reversibility has been assumed in the transition rates.
Once the transport equation has been solved then all macroscopic quantities
may be found with respect to the distribution function:
carrier concentration:

current density:

+
n ( r, t ) =

P(? t ) -

3

-

[ 2.3.5 ]

Ja(r)f(c,xt)~

[ 2.3.6 1

4x
4

4

mean velocity: vd ( r, t ) =

mean energy:

( E (Z t ) ) =

4

J (r,t)

en(<t)

J & ( c ) f ( ~ , i : ~ ) d ~ :12.3.81
n e t )

Unfortunately, solution of the full transport equation with realistic band
structure, scattering mechanisms, and boundary conditions is extremely difficult.
Simplifying assumptions for particular cases of interest are usually invoked. For
times much longer than the energy and momentum relaxation times, a quasiequilibrium exists and the velocity-field relation may be derived [25,26]. For high

carrier densities, in which case carriercarrier scattering equilibrates the respective
electron and hole energies, the distribution has a characteristic temperature and hence
may be described using a displaced Maxwellian formalism [27-291. Other common
assumptions include ohmic contacts, spatially uniform fields, instantaneous scattering
events, parabolic energy bands, existence of a drift-diffusion relation (Einstein
relation), and the effective mass approxiamation.

2.4 Retarded Lan~evinE u u a t i ~
Boltmann equation approaches, as described in the previous sections, are
semi-classical one-electron models. One assumption in such models is that carriers
respond instantaneously to changes in the applied field. However, on the short times
scales of interest here it has been shown that transport is non-instantaneous and
indeed non-Markovian [30]. Scattering does not completely randomize the energy and
momentum of the carriers, so that memory effects are important.

A theoretical approach that illuminates the connection between electron
correlations and velocity overshoot is the Retarded Langevin Equation (RLE) [30-351.
Consider an ensemble of electrons in equilibrium with the lattice; at t=O a
homogeneous steady-state electric field Eg is turned on. The time evolution of the
electron motion is determined by three factors. The electrons are accelerated by the
applied field. Random changes in electron velocity are introduced by scattering
events, represented by a random force R(t). Finally, there is a net momentum
relaxation to the lattice through scattering which, in steady-state, is balanced by the
net momentum gain from the field. The equation of motion may be written as [30]

where M(t) is the socalled memory function and H(t) is the unit Heaviside function.

In steady state the derivative of the memory function is

Eq. [2.4.1] may be solved using Laplace transforms. If a function X(t) is defined in
terms of the transform of M(t):

then the solution of the transport equation has the form
t

If an ensemble average is performed and (R(t)) = 0 is assumed, then X(t) may be
written in terms of the ensemble drift velocity:

Clearly, X(t) corresponds to the macroscopic acceleration of the carriers. X(t) is also
closely connected to velocity fluctuations. The velocity-velocity correlation function
q(t) is defrned as
cp(t,tt) = ( v ( t ) v ( t t ) )

- vd(t)vd(tt)

[ 2.4.6 ]

Using eqs. [2.4.3] and [2.4.6] it can be shown that
,(O*t) = (v2(0))X(t)
Hence X(t) is the non-stationary correlation function calculated at tt=O.Comparing

eqs. [2.4.5] and [2.4.7] yields

This form is recognizable as the Kubo linear response formula [36] extended into the
transient regime. The validity of this fonnula has been proven using Monte-Carlo
techniques [35]. This equation illustrates the strong connection between the drift
velocity and the velocity correlation function. Clearlv. if the correlation function is
negative in any interval there has to be an overshoot in the velocitv response, Fig.
2.4.1 shows the velocity correlation function and drift velocity calculated for electrons
in silicon with T=300K and Eg=5Okv/cm [37].
An additional fundamental parameter important for transport and device

Fig. 2.4.1 Monte Carlo calculation of velocity autocorrelation function and transient
drift velocity for Si. [37].

modeling is the diffusion coefficient. Within the context of the above discussion, the
diffusion coefficient may be written as :
t

An example of calculated values for the drift velocity, the second moment ,and the

Fig. 2.4.2 Monte Carlo calculation of second moment, diffusion coefficient, and drift
velocity for electrons in GaAs [38].

related diffusion coefficient are shown in Fig. 2.4.2 for GaAs at T=300K and
Eg=lSkv/cm [38].In the transient regime, because memory effects cause both the
drift velocity and the diffusion coefficient to be strongly timedependent, an Einsteintype relation, which is often assumed in device simulations, is not valid. Even in the
steady-state, both the drift velocity and the diffusion coefficient are field-dependent,
and a modified field-dependent Einstein relation must be used [39].
It should be noted that the RLE approach sheds light on the origin of velocity
overshoot behavior, but does not facilitate calculations of the transport parameters. All
the transport parameters may be written in terms of the correlation function, but
imbedded in the correlation function are the details of the unknown scattering
functions. Fortunately, the correlation function may be calculated numerically using
the Monte-Carlo technique and known (and approximated) physical constants of the
system. This numerical technique will be discussed in the following section.

2.5 Monte Carlo Apuroacb
As has been seen in the preceding discussions, analytic solutions to
semiconductor transport equations do not exist for any but the simplest systems.
Photoexcited GaAs under high field conditions is not a simple system, owing to the
contributions of numerous scattering mechanisms, multiple non-parabolic bands, hole
contributions, and memory effects. To model such complex systems, solid state
theorists often turn to numerical solutions of the transport equation, or, alternatively,
to the simulation of individual electrons sequentially evolving in time under
appropriate constraints. This latter method is known as the Monte Carlo technique,
and has been proven to be quite a powerful tool for the understanding of transport in
modem devices [40-461.The approach will be described briefly here; for a thorough

discussion of its application to transport in semiconductors, the reader is referred to
the review article by Jacobani and Reggiani [4q.
There are two types of Monte Carlo analysis, the original single-particle
approach and the more versatile ensemble Monte Carlo (EMC). When steady-state,
homogeneous systems are simulated, the motion of a single particle is modeled and
allowing the particle to evolve to equilibrium yields information about the entire
system of caniers. If, however, non-stationary and/or non-homogeneous conditions
exist, a large collection of particles is simulated and ensemble averages of the
macroscopic variables of interest are taken at regular time intervals during the
evolution of the ensemble. The latter approach is the EMC and will be the focus of the
discussion here.
A flowchart of a typical Monte Carlo program is shown in Fig. 2.5.1 [46].
The initial conditions of the system are set up with the assumptions of a particular
band structure, values of initial energy and momentum, and probability tables are
generated to describe the various scattering mechanisms that are to be included in the
calculation. A standard case, and the one of most interest in this work, is that of a
cubic semiconductor with an externally applied field E. An electron is simulated with
initial energy

E

and momentum k; during free flight between scattering events the

electron's momentum is modified by

The duration of each free flight is determined stochastically and the change in
energy and momentum of each scattering event is determined by the type of scattering
event chosen and the electron's incident energy and momentum. The simulation
region is partitioned into spatial bins of equal size. The field, doping, and material
parameters are assumed to be uniform within a bin but may vary from bin to bin. The

sampling time, the time-step at which ensemble averages are taken, should be chosen
much smaller than the free flight time. A large number of electrons are simulated
simultaneously and an ensemble average is taken at each sampling time for such
parameters as the net drift velocity, the average energy, the average momentum, the
spatial distribution, and the electron and hole energy distribution functions.
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Fig. 2.5.1 Flow chart of a typical Monte Carlo calculation [46].
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This chapter will review existing experimental evidence for velocity overshoot

in GaAs and the relevance of these experiments to the present work. The approaches
that will be discussed will include DC IV characterization, mrn-wave DC
conductivity, time-resolved Franz-Keldish effect, analysis of the operation of hot
electron transistors, transient photoconductivity, and subpicosecond reflectivity
measurements using optical rectification.

3.1 Transient Franz-K~ldvshE f f a
As will be discussed in Chapter 5, all-optical pumplprobe techniques have
been developed primarily for studying transient electronfhole distribution functions.
Most of these approaches have taken advantage of bleaching of the optical
transmission (absorption) caused by state-fillingin the conduction/valence bands. A
variation of this experiment, described by Shank et. al. [47], uses a different
phenomenon, the Franz-Keldysh effect (48,491, to probe the space-charge field
created by electron-hole pairs as they separate in an applied electric field. The
magnitude of the space-charge field is dependent upon the electronhole drift
velocities, hence in principle this measurement can yield information about velocity
overshoot phenomenon.
An electric field will modify photon absorption in a semiconductor in two
ways [50]. It will shift the band edge, so that wavelengths which are below the
unperturbed band edge and hence unabsorbed will be absorbed when a field is
applied. For wavelengths above the unperturbed band edge, an oscillatory behavior
will be impressed upon the absorption versus wavelength, and the period of
oscillation may be used as a measure of the applied electric field. The concept of the

Shank et. al. experiment is that the space-charge field of the photoexcited carriers,
which opposes the applied electric field, will be apparent as a timedependent change
in absorption near the band edge, and the time dependence will be governed by the

evolution of the carrier velocities. Specifically, for constant ve and vh the expression
for the induced absorption is

where apis the pump absorption coefficient and d is the width of the region over
which the field is applied. At short times the derivative of the above equation is
approximately

The structure that was studied consisted of an AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs p-i-n
heterost~ucturediode. The AlGaAs layers were optically transparent and the
"transport" layer of GaAs was undoped and 2um thick. Carriers were excited using a
0.5pS pulse at 8050A generated from an amplified mode-locked dye laser. The
absorption of the sample was measured by a broad-band probe beam produced by
continuum generation in a CC4 cell. The measurements were performed at 77K.
Induced absorption at a fixed pump/probe delay of 20pS with three different
applied fields is shown is Fig. 3.1.1. The oscillation frequency was dependent upon
the applied field, as expected, and the period was used to calibrate the measurement.
The total absorbance change was obtained by integrating these c w e s and plotting the

Fig. 3.1.1 Induced absorption at a pump/probe delay of 20 ps for three different
applied fields 1471.

TIME (osec)

Fig 3.1.2 Total absorbance change for three applied fields. The dotted lines are a onevelocity fit of eq. [3.1.1]; the solid lines are a two-velocity fit [47].

result versus pump/probe delay, as shown in Fig. 3.1.2.
To interpret the data a constant hole velocity of lxl07cm/sec was assumed.
The dashed curves in Fig. 3.1.2 are the best fit of the theory assuming a constant
electron velocity. The constant-velocity model cannot account for the data at 14 and
22kV/cm. The solid lines are fits of the theory assuming a twevelocity model for the
electrons, i.e., a high velocity at short times and a lower (equilibrium) velocity at
longer times. The fit for the 14kV/cm data yields an electron velocity of 3xl07cm/sec
for tc2.SpS and a lower velocity (presumably -lx107cm/sec) for longer times. For
E=22kV/cm the fit yields ve=4.4x 107cm/sec for t<l. lpS and ve=l .2x l07cm/sec for
longer times. For the highest field, a very large velocity overshoot is expected, yet the

data may be fit by the single-velocity model with ~~=1.3xl0~cm/sec.
Shank et. al.
state that at this extreme field the overshoot takes place so fast that it cannot be
resolved in their measurement. The authors further state that the above results are
consistent with Monte Carlo calculations, however they do not present those
calculations for comparison with their results.
Clearly, evidence of a higher electron velocity at short times has been
obtained, but this experiment cannot yield detailed information about the transient drift
,velocity. In their introduction, Shank et. al. state "a direct measurement of carrier
velocity with picosecond resolution would require special transmission line structures
and careful contact fabrication techniques." The presumption is that such an
experiment would be difficult or impossible to conduct, hence all-optical techniques
are preferable. Ln fact, we maintain that with proper design of transmission lines and
contacts significant results may be obtained with electro-optic sampling of voltage
transients, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.2 Qheren t Time-Domain Infrared Spectroscppy
In conjunction with optical transmission measurements discussed in the
previous section, reflectivity measurements can produce useful information about
semiconductor carrier dynamics. A novel adaptation of the standard optical reflectivity
technique is the use of subpicosecond electrical pulses produced by optical
rectification of short laser pulses [51]. This technique allows measurement of the
incident and reflected electromagnetic pulses off the face of a semiconductor crystal,
and the transient conductivity (and hence mobility) of caniers in the semiconductor
may be derived. Details of this approach will be discussed below.

In an electro-optic medium, an applied electric field will rotate the polarization
of the molecules and induce a birefringence in the material that can be detected as
rotation of polarized light passing through the material. This is the linear electro-optic
effect and is the basis for electro-optic sampling, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. In
the inverse manner, if a subpicosecond laser pulse is focussed into such a medium a
transient dipole moment will be generated which will in turn radiate electromagnetic
waves in the far infrared. Due to the additional contribution to the low frequency
dielectric response from the infrared lattice vibrations, the velocity of the source
exceeds the radiation velocity. This is the condition necessary for Cerenkov radiation;
the radiation is emitted in a cone whose angle is determined by the ratio of the
velocities. Fig. 3.2.1 illustrates a geometry in which an EM pulse was generated with
one laser pulse and measured (through the linear electro-optic effect) using a
synchronized probe pulse. The measured electrical pulse, along with its Fourier
transform, is shown in Fig. 3.2.2 [52]. This generation technique allows for
production of very broad-band EM pulses with frequencies up to several THz (the
upper limit in this case is determined by a lattice resonance in lithium tantalate at

6THz).

,
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Fig. 3.2.1 Geometry for measuring the EM pulse generated with the inverse
optic effect in lithium tantalate 1521.

Fig. 3.2.2 EM pulse generated in the geometry of Fig. 3.2.1 and its Fourier
transform [52].

In the initial application of this technique, the EM pulses were used to measure
the complex dielectric response of various semiconductors at high frequencies [52].
The geometry for this experiment is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. In principle, since the probe

beam measures both the incident and, at a later time, the reflected waveforms, all of
the information necessary to compute the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
response function are at hand. However, because the EM waves must propagate
through a small but significant distance of lithium tantalate, some distortion and
attenuation occurs and the absolute phase information is lost. In order to overcome
this difficulty, it is necessary to perform an identical measurement on a reference
sample for which the dielectric function is well known. Auston and Cheung chose to
use a gold film for the reference. Measured waveforms for the gold sample and for a
sample of doped germanium are shown in Fig. 3.2.4. The incident pulse peaks at
1.6ps and the reflected pulse arrives approximately 3ps later. That the reflected
waveforms are very different for the two materials is proof that the permitivities are
fundamentally different, as expected.
The dielectric perrnitivity for doped germanium, derived fTom the

ELECT RO- OPT lC CRYSTAL

SAMPLE

Fig. 3.2.3 Geometry for measuring incident and ~flectedEM pulses off of a test
sample [52].

T lME DELAY (pS1

Fig. 3.2.4 Incident and reflected EM pulses off a gold reference sample (dotted curve)
and a doped germanium sample [52].

FREQUENCY ( f HZ )

Fig 3.2.5 Real (lower curve) and imaginary (upper curve) parts of the complex
permitivity for doped germanium, derived from the data in Fig. 3.2.4 [52].

experimental reflectivity, is shown in Fig. 3.2.5. The perrnitivity behaves as expected
for a solid state plasma, i.e.

where & is the static dielectric constant and s is the momentum relaxation time. The
plasma frequency (the point at which the real part of the permitivity goes to zero) is
experimentally d&mnined to be 0.75T'H.z. which yields a momentum relaxation time
of 225fs in good agreement with theory.

In order to study hot electron effects with this technique it is necessary to
introduce hot carriers into the semiconductor on a short time scale, which is easily
accomplished via photoexcitation with a short laser pulse [53]. The geometry, shown
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Fig. 3.2.6 Geometry for studying transient conductivity of caniers optically excited in
GaAs [53].
in Fig. 3.2.6, is identical to that described above in all other respects. The
photoexcitation, generation, and probe beams are all derived from a single amplified
dye laser pulse train. The sample investigated consisted of undoped MBE GaAs
sandwiched between AlGaAs layers. The photoexcitation of 625nm creates electrons
with SOOmeV of excess energy which eventually cool down to the

r band edge.

Experimental results are shown in Fig 3.2.7, with the time delay $robe between
generation of the EM pulse and probe of the reflected pulse on the horizontal axis and
the time delay T m between photoexcitation and probe on the vertical axis. The curves
for TEX<Oshow the reflectivity of intrinsic GaAs. Note the change of phase of the
waveform at tprobeul.5ps as TEXincreases; this is evidence of the insulator-toconductor transition that occurs upon photoexcitation.

Fig. 3.2.7 Reflected EM waveforms off of photoexcited GaAs. TEXis the
photoexcitation/probe delay and tpfobe is the EM generation/probe delay [53].
Information about the transient mobility of the carriers may be derived from the data

as follows: the reflected EM pulse is equal to:
E r ( t ) = roEi(t)

- Y-'~

~ ( t )

[ 3.2.2 ]

where ro is the reflection coefficient of the intrinsic GaAs, Js is the photoexcited sheet
carrier density, ~1 and ~2 are the dielectric constants of lithium tantalate and GaAs,
and o(t) is the transient conductivity. The above expressions yield equations for the
reflected EM field, the conductivity, and the mobility as a function of the transient
reflectivity :

The resultant mobility curves are shown in Fig. 3.2.8 for three different
excitation densities. In all three cases the mobility starts out very low (-500cm2/Vsec)
and takes several picoseconds to increase to its equilibrium value. The initial low
mobility is interpreted as that of electrons in the low-mobility L valley; i.e. even
though electrons are photoexcited into the r valley at t=O they scatter into the L valley
within the first 100 femtoseconds. The long risetime of the mobility is attributed to
gradual scattering of the electrons back into the r valley and cooling to the band edge
through LO phonon emission. This is hot carrier relaxation and will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 5. The time scale of several picoseconds is consistent with values
obtained £torn luminescence and transient absorption measurements. The dependence
of the risetime on carrier density is presumably due to hot phonon effects.

Time Delay. T,,

[ps]

Fig. 3.2.8 Time dependence of the mobility derived from the transient reflectivity
data. a)n=5~10~~cm-3,
b)n=5x101*cm-3, c)n=1.2x1019cm-3 [53].
Though this technique is a potentially powerful tool for studying transient
mobility under a variety of experimental conditions, to date it has only been
successfully applied to the measurement of hot electron relaxation. One way to study
carrier heating effects is to increase the amplitude of the incident EM wave to levels
where non-linear response is expected (Ei>3,5kV/cm). An attempt to do this was
recently reported [54] with a peak field of 7kV/cm; however, no non-linear effects
were observed. This may be due to the fact that Ei is a bipolar field, so that the timeaveraged field experienced by the caniers is low. An improved approach would allow
for a DC or slowly varying electric field on the sample, perhaps by adding appropriate
contacts to the sample geomeq.

3.3 AC Conductivit?l M m r e m e u
One might well expect that a strongly time-dependent phenomenon such as
velocity overshoot would have a corresponding characteristic signature in the
frequency domain. This is indeed the case, as has been shown by a number of
authors [55-571. To illustrate the connection between time and frequency dependent
behavior, the analysis of Teitel and Wilkins [57] will be followed here.
A frequently used approach to describe time-dependent electron velocity and

energy is the use of moment equations within the context of the relaxation
approximation:

where

~1

is the equilibrium lattice energy and Tm and

re are the momentum and

energy relaxation rates which govern the system's approach to equilibrium. Strictly
speaking, such an approach is only valid for single-valley conduction bands, but the
technique may be extended to multiple valleys by writing down similar equations for
each valley and coupling the equations together [28].
The steady-state solutions to the above equations are

Hence the relaxation rates which govern the transient behavior are completely
determined by the steady-state behavior of vdE) and a E ) .
Now consider the response of the system with an applied DC electric field Eg
and an additional small time-dependent perturbation El(t) (such as is the usual case in

an AC conductivity measurement:

The balance equations may now be written in dimensionless form as

The only two unknowns, aside from r m 0 , in [3.3.7] and [3.3.8]
alt
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re0

(E~-E,)
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y)O
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If the electric field is purely oscillatory, i.e. has the form exp(iot), then the
AC conductivity may be written as

The behavior of the real part of the AC conductivity as a function of frequency, for

Fig. 3.3.1 Calculated dependence of the AC conductivity on frequency for conditions
of small-signal velocity overshoot [57].
typical values of Ge and Gm,is shown in Fig. 3.3.1. An important feature of the
conductivity, which will be discussed below, is the maximum at non-zero frequency.
Three measurements are necessary to calculate the three unknowns in the

above equations. Measurement of the DC conductivity determines Tm0:
A

Measurement of the slope of the IV curve (it. AC conductivity in the zero-frequency
limit) yields the ratio of Ge and G,:

Teitel and Wilkins show that a measurement of the peak AC conductivity
Re[0(opeak,

m)]is sufficient to determine Ge and, with the above expressions,

completely determine the behavior of the system.
The transient velocity is related to the AC conductivity through the transform
v, ( t ) =

El [*exp(icot)
nq 2 6 o-iq

cl(o,E,)

[3.3.17]

The behavior of vl(t) is therefore completely determined by the poles of a(o) and its
residues. Teitel and Wilkins draw the important conclusion that " pbservation of p
peak AC conductivity at a non-zero freauencv is a sufficient condition for velocity
overshoot under identical DC conditions ."
Clearly high-frequency AC conductivity measurements can yield imponant
information about velocity transients. The difficulty in such experiments is that very
broad-band high-frequency sources are needed. Allen et. al. [58] have performed
measurements of AC conductivity covering the range of 100 to 1200GHz by
observing the uansrnission of far-IR radiation generated using a black-My sweptfrequency source. The initial experiments were carried out on a Si MOSFET sample
at T=l.SK with an applied DC field of 168VIcm. The measured change in
transmission is related to the conductivity through

where Yg,Ysi, and YG are the wave admittances of free space, the Si substrate, and
the resistive gate. The deduced AC conductivity versus frequency is shown in Fig.
3.3.2 . Also shown in the figure is the measured DC conductivity, and the dotted line
is a fit to theory similar to that discussed above. Even though there is no data for the
critical interval between DC and 100GHz,one can conclude, based on the proof of
Teitel and Wilkins, that because the AC conductivity is higher than the DC
conductivity, velocity overshoot is taking place in the sample. If the frequency-

F r e q u e n c y , cm

-1

Fig.3.3.2 Measured behavior of the high-frequency AC conductivity in Si [58]. The
arrow indicates the value for the DC conductivity and the dotted line is the
extrapolated fit to theory.
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Fig 3.3.3 Timedomain conductivity for Si derived from AC conductivity data [58].

Fig. 3.3.4 Measured GaAs AC conductivity for various applied electric fields [59].
domain data is transformed into the time domain, the conductivity as a function of
time is obtained (Fig. 3.3.3). There is some evidence of a slight overshoot at 1.5ps,
but interpretation of the data is difficult because of its discrete nature and large error
bars.
In a subsequent experiment Allen et. al. [59] measured the far-IR
transmissivity of a 2-dimensional array of n+-n-n+ GaAs diodes. The measured
change in conductance versus frequency and applied field is shown in Fig. 3.3.4. At
the highest DC bias of 2.66V (corresponding to a field of 1.33kVlcm) a broad
maKimurn centered at approximately 600GHz is apparent. This is interpreted as smallsignal velocity overshoot in the frequency domain. In this case no attempt was made

to transform the data into the time domain.
In this section the connection between velocity transients and frequency
domain conductivity was developed, and it-was shown that a maximum AC

conductivity for non-zero frequency is evidence of velocity overshoot. Some
experiments have been performed in the frequency domain which indicate a smallsignal velocity overshoot. The primary difficulty in these types of experiments is a
practical one, that of being able to measure conductivity over an extremely broad band
of high frequencies. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, time-domain sampling
techniques now have the temporal resolution to resolve conductivity transients on a
subpicosecond time scale, which eliminates the necessity of transforming AC
measurements into the time domain.

. .

3.4 PC I-VCharactenzanon of n+-+&vica
A primary application of velocity overshoot has been in the area of shortchannel devices. It is often assumed that if the channel length in the device is shorter
than the electron mean free path, then the electrons will experience few scattering
events, their corresponding transit times will be fast, and the speed of the device
(which is intrinsically limited by the transit time) will be enhanced. The simplest
device of this type is the two-tenninal n+-n-n+structure, shown in Fig. 3.4.1, which
was originally developed as a current limiter [60,61]. When a voltage is applied
across the device electrons are injected at the cathode, accelerate across the n-type
gap, and are collected at the anode. Several authors have attempted to derive
information about the average electron velocity during transit by analyzing the DC I-V
characteristics of the device as a function of channel length and temperature [62-661.
The representative results of Eastman et. el. [63] and Laval [65] will be discussed
below.
According to an analysis by Shur and Easunan [64], the current-voltage
characteristic of the device should have a square-root dependence at low fields

AuGeNi
n

n+

+

- 10'8 ~ r n GaAs
- ~

undoped epitaxial GaAs

semi-insulating GaAs substrate

Fig. 3.4.1 Geometry of the n+-n-n+ structure.
changing to a 3/2-power-law dependence in the high-field "ballistic" regime. An
experimental N curve for a device with a 0.4um long channel is shown in Fig. 3.4.2.
The dotted lines are the asymptotic 1/2 and 3/2 power laws and the open circles are
the experimental data. The solid line on which most of the data points lie is the theory
of Shur and Eastrnan. Also shown is the prediction for the current if the electrons
were moving at the saturation velocity. Eastman et. al. conclude that because the IV
characteristic agrees with the theory and the magnitude of the current is significantly
higher than the prediction for saturated velocity, then the current measured was due to
enhanced velocities and ballistic transport. The deviation of the data from the
theoretical curve above 0.5V is interpreted as the onset of intervalley transfer. These
conclusions have been challenged by several authors; the details of their arguments
will be discussed at the end of this section.

In a similar experiment but using a different analysis Laval et. al. [65] have
studied the N characteristics of photoexcited current in a n+-n-n+ structure. In this
case the n-type channel was undoped and the transport electrons were excited with a

CW laser source. According to the analysis used the photocurrent is inversely
propordoid to the'msit time rnand hence proportional to the average electron

Fig. 3.4.2 Experimental IV characteristic for a n+-n-n+device. The dotted lines are
the asymptotic 112and 312 power laws; the solid line is the theory of Eastman and
Shur. Also shown is the prediction for saturated-velocity current flow [63].
transit:

where S is the cross-sectional area of the device and L is the channel length. In order
to understand how the IV curve is expected to change with channel length, it is
necessary to plot the average electron drift velocity versus field for different channel
lengths (Fig. 3.4.3), which has been derived from Monte Carlo calculations of the
drift velocity versus time [37]. For long channel lengths, the velocity-field curve is
reproduced, while as the channel length is reduced the device operates more and more

in the "quasi-ballistic" regime with significantly enhance velocities. In the limit of
extremely short channels, the "ballistic S i t " , the electrons will experience few or no
collisions and the average velocity will be vary linearly with field.
Fig. 3.4.4 shows Laval's experimental IV curves for a very long channel
(L=385um) device. As expected according to the analysis above, the response
exhibits negative differential resistance and resembles the standard velocity-field c w e

Field

( kVlcm )

Fig. 3.4.3 Average electron drift velocity during a transit, derived h m Monte Carlo
calculations, for various channel lengths [37].
I [mAI

I

Fig. 3.4.4 Photoconductive N characteristic for a long-channel (LF385um) n+-n-n+
device [65].
for GaAs.

The response for short-channel devices, shown in Fig. 3.4.5, is quite

Fig. 3.4.5 Photoconductive IV characteristics for shortchannel n+-n-n+devices [65].

different. For the intermediate case of L=l.O5um (compare with the curve for

L=0.23um in Fig. 3.4.3) the photocurrent saturates, which is attributed to the onset
of intervalley transfer and a subsequent reduction of electron mobility. For the
shortest channel with L=0.4um the IV characteristic is linear and Laval argues that the
device is operating in the purely ballistic regime. Laval does not attempt to explain the
discrepancy in length scales between the experimental results (Fig. 3.4.5) and the
theoretical predictions (Fig. 3.4.4).
As stated earlier in this section, several authors disagree with the interpretation

of these DC experiments. Barker et. al. [67]point out that the simple mean-free-path
analysis of Shur and Eastman does not take into account the effects of surface
scattering, non-normal electron injection angles, or quantum-mechanicalreflections at
the contacts. In addition, they argue that in a device in which the internal field is
highly non-uniform due to the large steps in doping prof11e at the contacts he current

is completelv determined by s~acechargelimited flow [67]. In other words, at high
field the space charge is depleted and the current is governed by injection at the
contacts rather than ballistic transport in the channel. Cook and Frey [68] have
examined a number of relaxation time models which included diffusion and spacecharge effects, and have observed a variety of non-linear N characteristics which can
be attributed to contact effects or details of the model and are unrelated to ballistic
effects. Finally, in a very extensive Monte Carlo study of the evolution of the
distribution function of electrons during transit, Baranger and Wilkins [69] show that
even though significant numbers of electrons may achieve very high velocities in the
channel, the current is determined by boundary effects and therefore is not a sensitive
probe of ballistic structure. Clearly, more sophisticated techniques must be
developed, such as the energy spectroscopy technique, which measures the energy
distribution of electrons swept out of the channel. This technique is the subject of the
following section.

3.5 S~ectroscopvof Hot Electron Transistors
One practical motivation for studying velocity overshoot and "ballistic"
transport is that most semiconductor device speeds are intrinsically limited by the
transit time of electrons across the device. This being the case, many devices are
designed with very short and/or high-purity transit regions to reduce scattering and
increase the net electron velocity. Another way of approaching the question of
scattering is this: if electrons are injected with momentum ki at one end of the device,
what does the momentum distribution look like when the electrons leave the opposite
end of the device? If there is little or no scattering the momentum distribution will
have a sharp peak at the initial kivalue; if strong scattering is present the electrons will

have thermalized into a F e d distribution. This is the conupt behind the operation of
the Hot Electron Transistor [70,71] which will be described below.
A typical HET, shown in Fig. 3.5.1, is a planar device which consists of an
n+n emitter, a heavily doped transit region sandwiched between two triangular
barriers, and an n-type collector region. The device described here is based on the
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Fig. 3.5.1 Geometry and band structure fur a typical Hot Electron Transistor (HET)

1711.
GaAsIAlGaAs material system [71]; other devices have also been fabricated using
InGaAs/InAlAs [72]. Transport through the device may be controlled in two ways.
The emitter bias V& controls the emitter-base barrier height aeband hence determines
the incident momentum of the injected elecaons. This is often referred to as a hot
elecmn injector. On the other hand, the collector bias V h governs the base-collector
barrier height "I& and therefore serves as an analyzer of the momentum distribution
of the electrons leaving the base. It follows that if the collector current as a function of
collector bias is measured the full momentum distribution may be obtained.

A typical experiment consists of measuring the momentum distribution for a

series of increasingly long base transit regions to obtain information about the
effective length (time) scale for scattering. The analysis is as follows: only eIectrons
whose momentum kl is perpendicular to the basecollector barrier & will cross the
barrier and be collected. The total current is the integral over all electrons with the
proper momentum [7 11:
a

The derivative with respect to V k is equal to :

Therefore by differentiating the collector current E with respect to Vbc the momentum
distribution function at the base-collectorjunction is obtained.
Some experimental results by Hayes and Levi [71.] are shown in Fig, 3.5.2.
The momentum distribution as a function of energy and base region width is plotted.
Also shown are the incident electron energies and the Fenni energies (at the extreme
right of each plot). The change in the spectra with increasing base width is an
indication of strong scattering. At the shortest base width of 650A there is a broad
peak of electrons mund the initial energy and a sharper peak near the Fenni energy.

Even for this short a transit region many electrons have scattered out of the initial
state. For long transit regions all of the electrons have scattered out of the initial state
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Fig. 3.5.2 Measured energy spectra of carriers swept out of the HET base for various
base widths. For each curve the injection energy is indicated by an arrow and the
Fermi energy is at the right extreme of the plot [71].
and the distribution is thermalized.
Several Monte Carlo studies of transport in these structures have recently been
published [73-771. Along with the usual impurity,carrier-canier, and carrier-phonon
scattering mechanisms two new mechanisms, due to the heavy doping of the base
region, must be included in the calculation. The first is scattering of injected electrons
off of electrons in the Fermi sea in the base, which will tend to cool the injected
dishbution and heat the Fermi dishbution. The second is the collective oscillatory
mode of the n+ gas, referred to as the plasmon mode [78,79]. For a doping of
-1018/cm3 the plasmon mode energy is very close to that of the LO phonons, so that

the plasmons and phonons must be treated as a coupled system. Long et. al. [73]
have performed the simulation with all of the above mechanisms included and have
also modeled the particular experimental conditions of Hayes and Levi discussed
above. The calculated momentum distribution is shown in Fig. 3.5.3 along with the
experimental results for the shortest base width. The general features of the
calculation are in good agreement with the experimental results.

-
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Fig. 3.5.3 Monte Carlo calculation (dotted line) and measured energy spectrum (solid
line) for electrons transiting a 650A base region [73].

A different analysis of the HET operation can yield information about where

the injected electrons are scattering to, i.e., intervalley transfer from the r valley into
the L and X valleys 180,811. Consider again the band diagram of Fig 3.5.1. Electrons

are injected into the r valley in the base region with a well-defined momentum ki. Lf

ki is above the threshold for L valley transfer then injected electrons will scatter into

the L valley; similarly if ki is above the threshold for X valley transfer electrons will
scatter into the L valley

athe X valley. When electrons scatter into the upper valleys

not only do they lose energy due to their increased effective mass but their momentum
will be randomized as well. Recall from the discussion above that if electrons do not
have the proper momentum kl they will not get past the base-collector bamer and
hence will not contribute to the collector current. Therefore if the collector current
efficiency a = E/Ie is measured as a function of the injected electron energy
(determined by Veb) then the thresholds for L and X valley transfer may be obtained.
Experimental results obtained at T=4.2K for the transfer ratio a versus Veb
are shown in Fig. 3.5.4 [81.]Two features are apparent. First a shows a clear peak at
Veb=35hlV and a shoulder at Veb=SOOmV. The first peak is attributed to the
threshold for L valley transfer, in relatively good agreement with the reported value of

Fig. 3.5.4 Transfer ratio for an HET. The arrow indicates the change in slope which
reflects the threshold for T-X transfer [81].

296meV [82]. The second feature, which is a change in the rate of decrease in a
rather than a true peak, indicates the threshold for electron transfer into the X valley,
also in good agreement with the reported value of 462meV [82].
Spectroscopy of the hot electron transistor is a very useful tool for
understanding scattering mechanisms operant in short-channel devices. However,
specific information about electron velocities in the channel is not obtained. In
addition,the usual argument about the validity of transposing DC measurements into
the transient regime, discussed in the previous section, also applies here. To date, the
response of the hot electron transistor has not been measured in either the frequency
or time domain. In particular, it should be possible to time resolve the onset of
intervalley scattering by measuring the collector current and pulsing the emitter bias in
much the same way that the permeable base eansistor has been characterized on a
picosecond time scale [83].

3.6 Transient Photoconductivity
The concept of the use of transient photoconductivity to study hot electron
transport will be introduced here; it will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The
concept is a hybrid optoelectronic approach, bringing together the advantages of using
ultrashort dye laser pulses with the necessity of having contacts on the semiconductor
sample to establish a welldefined field and measure current flow through the sample.
The basic device under test is a simple photoconductive switch, which consists of a
sample of bulk GaAs with two ohmic contacts, which is incorporated into a high-

speed transrnission line. According to the analysis by Auston [84], when a DC bias is
applied and the switch is "closed" using a short pulse of light (which generates
photocurrent), a transient voltage is launched in both directions on the transmission

line away from the switch. The transient voltage is equal to the convolution of the
transient photoconductivity of the switch with the gap capacitance Cg. The transient
photoconductivity is equal to

o
(t) =
photo

ne(t)eve(t) + nh(t-evh(t)
E

[ 3.6.1 ]

where n, and nh are the photoexcited electron and hole densities and ve and vh are the
respective drift velocities. Therefore, in a situation in which n,, nh, and vh are
approximately constant and the circuit response &Cg is small relative to the time scale
of interest, the transient voltage follows the transient electron velocity. With proper
design these conditions may be satisfied in a simple photoconductive switch.
Once the voltage waveform has been generated it must be measured. There are
two techniques currently available for characterizing subpicosecond electrical
transients: electro-optic sampling [85] and Auston sampling [84]. The first will be
described in Chapter 4 as the approach followed in this work. The second has been
used by Harnmond [86] to measure the transient voltage waveform as a function of
DC bias voltage generated by a GaAs photoconductive switch.
The test structure used by Hammond is shown in Fig 3.6.1. This is the
electrode pattern fabricated on the top surface of a GaAs wafer; the back surface was
uniformly metallized and the top and bottom metallizations comprise three microstrip
transmission lines. The gap formed by the upper transmission line and the central
symmetric transmission line is the photoconductive switch which launches a
waveform in both directions onto the central microstrip away from the switch. The
transient voltage serves as a transient bias across the lower "sampler" gap. If the
sampler gap is photoexcited with a laser pulse synchronous with the pump laser
pulse, and if the sampler gap has been ion bombarded so that its impulse response is

PHOTOCONDUCTOR
PULSER GAP \
,

PHOTOCONDUCTOR
SAMPLER GAP

Fig. 3.6.1 Microstrip photoconductive pulser/sampler geometry used to generate and
measure transient current waveforms [86].

very fast, then a measurement of the current flowing through the sampler gap as a
function of pump/probe delay will yield a measure of the voltage (or current)
waveform generated by the first switch.
Experimental results of Hammond are shown in Fig. 3.6.2. Temporal
resolution was limited in that experiment by the device structure to 6ps. At low
electric field the current rises smoothly to a constant value. At the intermediate field of
6.7kVIcm there is a 20% overshoot in the photocurrent. For the high field case the
photocurrent recovers its low field behavior with no overshoot. Hamrnond argues that
these results are consistent with the Monte Carlo electron drift velocity calculations of
Ruch [5] (see Fig. 1.2 ). At low field Ruch predicts a steady rise of the drift velocity
with no overshoot, in agreement with the low field experimental result. At moderate
field Ruch predicts a 50%overshoot in the drift velocity with a duration of 4ps. This
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agrees qualitatively with the experimental result when the limited temporal resolution
is taken into account, which will effectively broaden and flatten the overshoot. The
high-field prediction is a 350% overshoot with a duration of 3ps. According to
Hammond this is too fast an event to be even partially resolved with a 6ps temporal
resolution, which is why no photocurrent overshoot is observed at high field.
Quantitative interpretation of the data is prevented by several difficulties. First
of all, it is not strictly valid to use Ruch's calculations for these experimental
conditions because Ruch assumed that the electrons are initially at the band edge. As
will be discussed in the next chapter, if ,the electrons start out with a large excess
energy, as is the case when the excitation wavelength is 620nm, then the dynamics
are quite different and the net amount of velocity overshoot is significantly reduced.
Secondly, Hamrnond's use of annealed metallic contacts on semi-insulating GaAs do
not insure good ohmic contacts to the semiconductor (see Appendix Al). As
Hammond points out, fabrication of good n+ contacts would give more confidence
that the electric field in the sample was uniform. In addition, semi-insulating GaAs is
usually heavily compensated, and it has been shown that compensation tends to
reduce the degree of velocity overshoot [87].Finally, the temporal resolution is not
satisfactory. A much improved temporal resolution of a few hundred femtoseconds
may be achieved by reducing the photoconductor dimensions and using electro-optic
sampling, as will be detailed in the next chapter.

4.1 Theory of T d n t Photocon-

..

The theory of the transient response of a photoconductive switch, developed
by Auston [84] and mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, will be discussed in
detail here. It will be shown that it may be extended into the regime of non-stationary
transport through the use of Monte Carlo theory.
The approach of Auston is to model the photoconductive switch as a
photoconductive element in parallel with a capacitance. There are two contributions to
current flow in the circuit, particle and displacement current. Photoexcited particle
current flowing through the device will change the voltage on the contacts, and this
varying voltage will cause a displacement current to flow through the capacitance. If
the photoconductor is imbedded in a transmission line then standard circuit analysis
yields relationships between the charge, the incident, reflected, and transmitted
voltage waveforms Vi(t), Vr(t), and Vt(t), and the gap conductance G(t):

where

20 is the transmission line impedance and Cg is the gap capacitance. The

integral of eq. 14.1.11 yields
t

1

q ( t ) = -Jdt'vi(t)exp(

zo

a

t'

j[ 1 + 2 Z O G ( t w 1) dtM1
t

[4.1.4]

zo cg

which in principle gives the explicit transient solution when substituted into eq.
[4.1.3]; in practice the integral is difficult to evaluate for realistic conditions.

One simplifying assumption that is valid for the cases under study here is the

small-signal approximation, which assumes that the transmitted voltage Vt(t) is much
smaller than the incident voltage Vi(t) ( this is true when the photoexcitation intensity
is relatively low). In this case the exponential in eq. [4.1,4] may be expanded; the
first two terms are:
t

Here the conductance G has been separated into a DC component Go (dark current)
plus a time-dependent term g(t) (photocurrent). The first term in eq. [4.1.5] is the
charging of the capacitance by Vi(t) and the second term is the discharging through
the conductance g(t). Substituting eq. [4.1.5] into eq. [4.1.3] and assuming that the
incident voltage is a DC bias yields an extremely useful expression for the transmitted
transient voltage:
Z G V

t

1

O b ) { l + 2zoGocg )t'g(t')e-y(t-")
1 + 2ZoGo

~,(t)=( O

14.1.71

The first term is simply the dark current contribution, while the second term consists
of a convolution of the time-dependent gap conductance with the gap capacitance.
This is one of Auston's most important conclusions, that the gap capacitance plays a
significant role in the transient switch response and may limit that response if the
device is not properly designed.
So far the analysis has been quite general without reference to a specific

semiconductor. In order to extend it to a real situation it is necessary to derive an
expression for the conductance g(t). In the previous section it was shown that in
general the photocurrent is the product of the photogenerated carrier density, the
carrier drift velocity, and the carrier charge. In Auston's analysis, in which it is
assumed that the carrier velocities have reached equilibrium, the expression for the
conductance is

where n and p are the electron and hole densities, pn and pp are the respective
mobilities, VB is the bias voltage, and E is the applied electric field. If the laser
photoexcitation is so short as to be considered a delta function then the density may
be calculated using

where R is the reflectivity, a is the absorption coefficient, E is the incident optical
pulse energy, and h o is the photon energy.
Eq. [4.1.8] is only valid for the case of constant carrier densities and constant
\

and well-defined (field-independent) mobilities, but may be readily extended to other
cases. If one is interested in relatively long-time behavior, the decay of n and p due to
recombination (and perhaps other processes) may be included by inserting n = n(t)
and p = p(t). For the important case of field-dependent mobilities, the field
dependence pn = pn(E) and pp = pp(E) may be included. Finally, to apply the
expression to very short times when the transient carrier velocities are strongly time
and field dependent, eq. [4.1.8] must be written explicitly in terms of the velocities:

1
g(t) = - j d 3 ? { n e v

.',

A
=( n e vn (

Vb

n(

t ) +p e v (
P

Et)

+ p e vP ( E t ) )E [4.1.10]

t ) ) for spatially independent variables

A is the cross-sectional area. Equations [4.1.10] and [4.1.7] show that at short times,

when the carrier density is approximately constant, the transient voltage waveform is
a convolution of the gap capacitance with the transient carrier velocities. Put another
way, if the gap capacitance is small, then anv strong time-de~endentbehavior of the

her drift velocity will be reflected in aualitativelv similar behavior in the transient
volt=

resDonse, Hence measurement of the voltage waveform may be a sensitive

probe of ultrafast carrier dynamics, and in particular if the hole velocities are relatively
time independent (as will be shown in a later section), then the measurement will
yield direct information about quasi-ballistic electron transport and velocity
overshoot. This work will be limited to a qualitative study of these effects in GaAs
through comparison of photoconductively-generated voltage waveforms with
calculations of the transient electron velocity under similar conditions; a quantitative
comparison would require evaluation of the full spatial integral in eq. [4.1.10] and is
beyond the scope of this work. This approach, the substitution of velocity transients
calculated via Monte Carlo calculations into the Auston analysis to arrive at a realistic
particle current and corresponding voltage transient, has been discussed by Grondin
and Kann [88] and Caruso [89].

. .

4.2 Desmpnon of the Flectro-wc Samuling Techniaz
The electro-optic sampling (EOS) technique has been chosen as the tool for
measuring photoconductively generated transient voltages for a number of reasons.
The primary reason is that of temporal resolution; this technique is capable of lOOfs
resolution if lithium tantalate is used, and could achieve even higher speeds if other
electro-optic materials were utilized. Another reason is the flexibility and noninvasiveness of the technique. A number of embodiments have been developed,
including ones that require little or no special modification of the device under test and
which can be set up relatively easily. The technique is insensitive to wavelength over
a wide band giving the experimentalist complete freedom to choose the most
appropriate laser for the research at hand. The development of the technique and its
different embodiments will be discussed below.
The EOS concept is based on the linear electro-optic effect. When an
electric field E is applied to a transparent medium, a distortion of the electron charge
clouds occurs if the medium is crystalline. This leads to a macroscopic polarization P
in the medium that is in general a nonlinear function of the field. The polarization is
usually written as a series expansion in the field:

P = x,e0E

+

X,E,

+

X , E ~+

....

Xi is the linear susceptibility which is responsible for the linear index of refraction. If
the material lacks a center of inversion symmetry then the field produces an index
change or birefringence which is linear in the applied field Specifically, the phase
retardance 6 introduced into a plane wave propagating through the medium by a
voltage AV is given by

where Vx is the "half-wave voltage" of the material determined by its crystalline
structure. If an analyzer, placed after the electmoptic medium, is used to measure the
degree of polarization in a particular direction, then the intensity of the transmitted
light will be

I = I. sin ( H )
2

[ 4.2.3 ]

This relationship is shown in Fig. 4.2.1. If the medium is optically or electrically
biased at the half-wave point, then a small change in electric field will result in a linear
change in transmission. Hence, after a DC calibration, measuring the intensity
mdulation of the probe beam will yield a direct measurement of the unknown electric
field.

0.0

vnn
Appllrd Voltage

Fig. 4.2.1 Transmission curve for an electro-optic modulator.

The original EOS test geometry, developed by Valdmanis et. al. [85], is
shown in Fig. 4.2.2. In this case the GaAs photoconductive switch is the device
under test. In some manner the unknown transient electric field must be coupled into
the electro-optic medium. In this first experiment this was accomplished by
fabricating a transmission line on lithium tantalate and electrically connecting the
photoconductive switch to the transmission line. One laser pulse was used to "close"
the photoconductive switch, launching a transient voltage onto the transmission line
which then propagates away from the switch. A second synchronized laser pulse is
focused into the transmission line and samples a narrow slice of the transient
waveform. The pump and probe pulses are actually pulse trains that are synchronized,
so that by changing the pumplprobe delay and measuring the modulation of the probe
beam as a function of delay the unknown transient voltage as a function of time is
obtained. A typical waveform sampled using the microsmp geometry of Fig. 4.2.2 is
shown in Fig. 4.2.3 [85].
Valdmanis pioneered the sampling technique and demonstrated useful
applications in discrete device testing, characterization of pulse propagation on
transmission lines, and measurement of high-speed connector bandwidths [go]. He

~xcjtationBeam
Photoconductive
Detector

Fig. 4.2.2 Microstrip electro-optic sampling geometry [85].

Fig. 4.2.3 Typical transient voltage waveform obtained with the microstrip sampling
geometry [85].
also showed that under most experimental conditions the temporal resolution is
determined by the particular sampling geometry and not by the intrinsic response of
the electro-optic medium. Specifically, the temporal resolution

Texp

is the sum-of-

squares convolution of four factors:

-1
where q is the pump/probe laser pulsewidth, q,is the transit time of the optical probe
pulse across the electric field lines, T~ is the electrical transit time across the probe
bearnwaist, and

~j

is the intrinsic electro-optic response.

T~

is determined by the

transverse width and the separation of the transmission line electrodes, and

is

determined by the optical beam spot size. Valdmanis showed that by reducing the
thickness of the sampling microstrip from 500um to lOOum and reducing the probe
beam waist from 1lOum to 15um the temporal resolution could be dramatically

improved from 2.4ps to 0 . 8 5 ~ ~ .

zo is the dominating factor in the microstrip geomeny. Because it is not
feasible to fabricate microstrips thinner than lOOum it is necessary to use a different
geometry to further improve the temporal resolution. Mourou and Meyer [91]
repeated the experiment using a coplanar strip transmission line, shown in Fig. 4.2.4.
In this case zo is governed by the penetration depth of the field into the substrate

which scales with the separation between the lines. Using a 50um strip width and
spacing they observed a 0.46ps risetime. Further improvements in the temporal
resolution may be realized by reducing the probe beam spot size to 5um, reducing the
stripline dimensions to lourn, and reducing the laser pulsewidth to 50fs. Using these
parameters and assuming that the intrinsic response of lithium tantalate is 50fs [51.],
eq. [4.2.4] yields a practical resolution limit of 151fs. All of these refinements are
necessary in order to resolve velocity overshoot phenomena on a time scale of a few
Pulse

Fig. 4.2.4 Coplanar stripline sampling geometry [911.

hundred femtoseconds.
The EOS technique only requires that some field lines from the device under
test extend into the electro-optic medium. It is not strictly necessary to fabricate a
separate electro-optic transmission line and then have to worry about efficiently
coupling the electrical signal into it (a non-trivial problem). Fig. 4.2.5 demonstrates
several EOS embodiments that have been developed. "In-situ" EOS, (c) in the figure,
may be used if the substrate of the device under test is itself electro-optic. GaAs, InP,
and CdS are examples of technologically important semiconductor materials that are

also electro-optic (Si is a notable exception because of its inversion symmetry).
Weingarten et. al. [92] and Jain et. al. [93] have shown that this approach may be
used to test internal nodes on GaAs IC's. The drawback to this approach is that the
probe wavelength must be sub-bandgap, which for GaAs requires near-IR light.
Though picosecond and subpicosecond near-IR lasers have been developed, a stable
source of sub-100fs near-IR laser pulses free of temporal wings has yet to be
demonstrated.
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Fig. 4.2.5 Embodiments of the elec~o-opticsampling technique.

The electro-optic superstrate geometry, Fig. 4.2.5(d), was first described by
Meyer and Mourou [94] as a way of performing two-dimensional mapping of
transient electrical fields on the surface of a circuit or sample. A high-reflectivity
dielectric coating is required in this case on the surface of the EO medium in proximity
to the sample. Fringing fields from the sample substrate extend into the superstrate.
The probe beam is focused into the area of interest, passes through the fringing field,
is reflected off of the HR coating, passes again through the field and exits the
sampling crystal. Two-dimensional mapping is achieved simply by scanning the
location of the probe beam to different x and y positions of interest. This is the
primary geometry used in this work and will be further detailed in the following
section. One disadvantage to this geometry is due to the high dielectric constant of
lithium tantalate (40). which may tend to load certain circuits under test. To minimize
this loading, the size of the superstrate may be reduced, resulting in the so-called
"finger-probe" geometries shown is Fig. 4.2.5 (d) and (e). Valdmanis [95] and Nees
and Mourou [96] have used these geometries to measure transient waveforms on
GaAs and Si integrated circuits.

. .

4.3 Predcnons of the Monte Carlo Theoxy
The Monte Carlo model used here is a standard one that has been applied to
the study of transport in GaAs. The band structure includes three nonparabolic valleys
(r, L, X) in the conduction band and a single parabolic heavy hole band. The light

hole band and split-off hole band have been neglected due to the low density of states
in those bands. Scattering from elastic acoustic phonons, inelastic optical phonons,

and ionized impurities have been included. All simulations for conditions of the

transient photoconductivity experiment have been run with T=300K and have
assumed a density of n=p=lx1017cm-3. Osman and Ferry [18] have shown that at
this moderate density electron-hole scattering may be neglected. Photogeneration of
the electronhole gas is assumed to be a delta function in time and in energy
(determined by the wavelength of photoexcitation). One subtlety of the
photogeneration process is that, unlike carrier injection from contacts, this generation
process results in an initial state of the carriers which has no predetermined net
momentum. The calculation therefore initializes the carriers with a fixed energy but
with a k-vector chosen at random.
The simulation models transport in the bulk without detailed consideration of
what happens when caniers reach the contacts. This is justified if the transit time of
carriers across the device is much longer than the time scale of interest (the "long
c~/sx
device" limit). For the case of interest here electrons moving at v ~ = ~ x ~ ~ " cross
a lOpm gap in 100ps. Only the fust 3ps of transport is considered here so the
assumption is well justified.
The contribution to the photocurrent due to the holes is considerably less than
that for the electrons. The hole effective mass is much larger than the electron mass,
hence the hole velocities are much smaller. A steady-state calculation of hole velocities
by Brennan and Hess [97] indicates that the equilibrium hole velocity at E=lOkV/cm
is only vh=2x106cm/sec, a factor of 5-10 times smaller than the electron velocity. The
transient hole velocity is also expected to experience overshoot [18,24] but the degree
of overshoot would have to be 5: 1 or greater to compete with the electron overshoot.
There is no reason to expect the hole overshoot to be this large. In addition, the hole
overshoot takes place on a faster time scale because the density of states is higher and
hence scattering rates are larger than for the electrons. Hence any hole transients are
expected to have subsided within the first 100fs. For these reasons hole velocities

Fig. 4.3.1 Transient r and L valley populations and velocity calculations for
bx=620nm and E=2kV/cm.

have been neglected in the following calculations.
A calculation of the electron drift velocity and the relative populations in the r
and L valleys for Xex=620nm and E=2kV/cm is shown in Fig. 4.3.1. At this
photoexcitation wavelength the electrons have an excess energy of 519meV, well
above the threshold for T-L scattering (290meV). Intervalley scattering is very
efficient so that in the fust lOOfs 20% of the electrons have already scattered into the
L valley. The electrons in the r valley relax down toward the band edge, but as long
as their energy is above 290rneV they continue to scatter into the L valley. After 500fs
the energies of the r-valley electrons have fallen below the intervalley scattering
threshold, and the population in the r valley begins to rise again as electrons that
initially scattered to the L valley begin to scatter back into the r valley. At equilibrium

about 90%of the electrons reside in the r valley.
This behavior is reflected in the net drift velocity of the electrons, also shown

in Fig. 4.3.1. The drift velocity follows the velocity of the r-valley electrons with

Time (ps)

Time Ips)

Fig. 4.3.2 Transient I? and L valley populations and velocity calculations for
bx=620nm and E=lOkV/cm.
only a small contribution from the L-valley electrons (at no time are there more than
25% of the electrons in the L valley). Hence for this photoexcitation wavelength and
applied field the electron drift velocity is expected to rise gradually to a constant value
in approximately 2ps with no velocity overshoot.
The situation is quite different for the high-field case. shown in Fig. 4.3.2. In
this case the relaxation of the photoexcited electrons toward the band edge competes
with the electron heating from the applied field. More electrons remain above the
intervalley transfer threshold and hence more get scattered into the L valley. After Ips
more than 50% of the electrons have scattered into the L valley, and at equilibrium
55% of the electrons are in the L valley and 45% reside in the I? valley. Therefore the
equilibrium drift velocity is the average of the velocities in the two valleys and is
significantly reduced. This laree Dercentaee of electron transfer to the sideband and

fie subsequent slowing of electrons in the L vallev due to lower mobilities is the
Source of velocity overshoot in GaAs, The degree of overshoot in this case is only

1.5: 1 because electrons were initially above the intervalley transfer threshold and

(a) relum lo utellilc ratley
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Fig. 4.3.3 Schematic diagram of the Jones-Rees effect [98].
began scattering out of the

r valley immediately. It will be shown that the closer

electrons are photoexcited to the band edge, the more dramatic will be the degree of
velocity overshoot.
Consider again the low-field calculations of Fig. 4.3.1. One anomalous detail
of the transient drift velocity is the delay in onset during the first 300fs. At first this
feature was thought to be insignificant and due to numerical noise, but it was found
repeatedly for several different low-field calculations. In fact it is a signature of the
Jones-Rees effect [98] and its potential role in transient photoconductivity
measurements has been discussed by Grondin and Kann [88]. The phenomenon is
shown schematically in Fig. 4.3.3. At t=O states (a) and (b) are equally populated by
the laser excitation. Electrons initially at point (b) will cool down toward the band
edge and will have a negative velocity. Electrons generated at point (a) will be
accelerated by the field and will scatter into the L valley and slow down. Therefore at
low fields and short times the electrons will either have a negative or a small positive
velocity and the net drift velocity will be close to zero.

For high fields, as already discussed above, many more electrons scatter into
the L valley and the initial even distribution between states (a) and (b) is randomized
very quickly. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 4.3.4 in which the total number of
electrons with negative velocity is plotted for the first picosecond of transport. The
contribution from negative-velocity electrons is lower at high field and therefore the
drift velocity rises without any delay. Hence the prediction of the Monte Carlo theory
is that there will be a delay in the onset of the photoconductivity for low field relative
to the onset at high field.
Most of the calculations of velocity overshoot published to date have assumed
that the electrons were initially at the band edge, and the degree of overshoot predicted
was on the order of 3:l. This initial condition is the optimal condition for velocity
overshoot because the electrons have the maximum amount of time to accelerate in the
applied elecmc field before they gain enough energy to scatter to the sideband. For
reasons to be discussed in the next section the experiment could not be performed

Fig. 4.3.4 Calculation of the total number of electrons with negative velocity for
conditions of low and high fields.
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Fig. 4.3.5 Predicted transient electron drift velocity for bX=760nmand several
different applied fields.
with band edge photoexcitation (871nm) but could be performed at an intermediate
wavelength of hex=760nm. In this case the electrons have an excess energy of
188meV, well below the threshold for intervalley transfer. Monte Carlo drift velocity
calculations for hex=760nm and several different applied fields are shown in Fig.
4.3.5. Note that, as expected, for E=lOkV/cm the degree of overshoot is enhanced to
2.5: 1 and for the extreme field of 1SkV/cm the overshoot is 3: 1.
This section has outlined the Monte Carlo simulations of the transient electron
drift velocity that have been carried out for the experimental conditions of interest in
this work. The following section will describe the transient photoconductivity
experiments that have been performed and will compare these predictions with the
experimental results.

4.4 Experimental Observation of Velocity Overshoot and the Jones-Rees Effect

This section will detail the photoconductivity experiments that have been
performed which constitute a time-resolved measurement of velocity overshoot and
the Jones-Rees effect Included in this discussion will be the development of different
sampling geometries and fabrication techniques and the study of various forms of
GaAs and contact metallizations to optimize the magnitude and reproducibility of the
overshoot effect.

4.4.1 Samplg Fabrication

This section will describe the procedures that were used to fabricate
photoconductive switches imbedded in transmission line structures that yielded the
experimental data that is outlined in sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4.
The first geometry that was studied was the coplanar stripline structure (Fig.
4.2.4). The fabrication of the structure went as follows. A batch of GaAs and LiTa03

pieces were cut and polished to form plates of approximately the same dimensions
. 5 All cutting, grinding, and polishing of samples was
(typically 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ 0mm).
carried out at the Optical Fabrication Facility at the University of Rochester. One edge
of each piece was ground and polished very carefully to achieve maximum flatness
and smoothness. These respective flat edges of the two materials were then butted
together, and the two pieces were mounted on a flat glass plate using ultra-violetcured cement; the two pieces were pressed together during the cure to insure a very
close fit. Next the two materials were ground and polished simultaneously to an
optical finish to insure a smooth contour from one material to the other. The pieces
were examined under a high-power microscope to determine the closeness of the fit
between the GaAs and LiTaOg. The pieces with the best fit and the lowest number of
chips at the interface were then selected for further processing. _

Several different photolithographic procedures were investigated for the
fabrication of the coplanar striplines and photoconductive switches. All the
photolithography fabrication was performed using the facilities of the Microelectronic
Engineering Department at Rochester Institute of Technology. Initially a "wetprocessing" technique was used which involved evaporating the desired metal onto
the GaAsLiTa03. surface, patterning photoresist on top of the metal as an etch
pattern, etching the metal, and finally removing the photoresist. Two problems were
encountered with this approach. First, the gold etchant that was used appeared to
slightly etch the GaAs surface, which was undesirable. Secondly, for unknown
reasons the etchant preferentially attacked the metal at the GaAs/LiTa03 interface first,
which usually meant that there would be no metal remaining at the interface by the
time the rest of the pattern was well defined. This resulted in transmission lines which
were consistently discontinuous across the interface. For these reasons this approach
was abandoned. Continuity of the lines across the interface was determined using a
wafer probe station, tungsten probes with 5pm tips mounted on rnicromanipulators,
and an ohmmeter connected between the two probes.
To achieve continuous transmission lines across the GaAs/LiTa03 interface
the "lift-off' photolithographic process [127, 1281 was evaluated. The advantage of
this approach is that no chemical etching is required. The procedure is shown in Fig.
4.4.1. The samples were cleaned, and the photoresist was spun on, baked, and
exposed in the desired pattern. After development of the resist the resultant patterned
resist had a characteristic reverse bevel profile (Fig. 4.4.l(c)). Then the desired metal
was evaporated on. Because of the beveled cross-section, a clean break occurs
between metal on top of the photoresist and the metal on the substrate (Fig. 4.4.l(d))

as long as the photoresist thickness is much larger than the metal thickness. The final
step is to remove the photoresist with an appropriate solvent.

.

.

I

photoresist

Fig. 4.4.1 Lift-off photolithographic process: (a) deposition of photoresist; (b)
photoresist exposure; (c) developed photoresist with reverse bevel profile; (d)
metallization; (e) final metal pattern after photoresist removal.

Details of the optimized lift-off process are as follows:
1) Clean Sample; 15 minutes ultrasonic acetone, 15 minutes ultrasonic methanol,
blow dry.
2) Photoresist Adhesion Prom-

Shipley HMDS, spun on @ 3000rpm for 60

seconds.
3) Apply Photoresis~Shipley AZ5214, spun on @ 3000rpm for 30 seconds
(thickness= 1Sum).
4) b - b a k e ; m'C

for 30 seconds on a tempem-ature-controlledhotplate.

5) Expose; 4 5 d W exposure with photolithographic mask aligner.

6). EQsr-exposureBake: 125f l'C for 30 seconds on a tempemture-controlled
hotplate.

7) nppd E

8) Develo~Photo-

200mJ UV exposure with photolithographic mask aligner.
Shipley AZ424K developer diluted 1:1 with water for 20

seconds, deionized water rinse for 5 minutes, blow dry.

. .

9) Metd lzatlrn
10) Liftoff: soak for one hour in Shipley AZ1500 thinner, with ultrasonic agitation
for 5 seconds every 15 minutes.
This procedure resulted in very uniform structures with line dimensions down to
10pm. It was found that 50pm-wide lines could be reliably fabricated continuously
across the GaAs/LiTa03 interface. Only approximately 15% of the 20pm lines were
continuous across the interface, and only 1-2% of the l o p lines were continuous.
Thermally evaporated metallizations were performed in a standard bell-jar
evaporator pumped down by a diffusion pump and cold trap. The typical background
pressure in the growth chamber was ~x.Io-~T.
The substrates were unheated during
growth. The Ni, AuGe, Au, and In deposition rates were determined by test runs on
glass substrates. The thickness of the test films were measured with a DEKTAK
profdometer. During evaporation metal thicknesses were controlled with a quartzcrystal thickness monitor.
A metallization that was used frequently (henceforth referred to as the
"standard AuGeNi metallization") consisted of 2 0 0 A ~ i / 5 0 0 A ~ u ~ e 1 2 0 0 0 After
A~u.
evaporation and subsequent removal of the excess photoresist and metal, the samples
were annealed in a small furnace through which dry nitrogen gas flowed. The
behavior of the contacts did not depend critically on the annealing process as long as
the anneal cycle was longer than ten minutes and the anneal temperature (monitored
with a thermocouple) was above 385'C. This corresponds to the NiAuGe eutectic

temperature.
The above procedure describes the process that was used for the initial

experiments on Bridgeman-grown 0-doped GaAs samples. One modification was
introduced for the second set of measurements on undoped LEC GaAs. A major
cause of poor ohmic contacts is the presence of an oxide layer between the
metallization and the GaAs substrate, and GaAs normally has a native oxide unless it
is purposefully removed. An "oxide strip" step was added just prior to evaporation of
the metal. The solution for the oxide strip consisted of 2% ammonium hydroxide1
0.7% hydrogen peroxidel 97.3% H20. The amount of H202 was adjusted to achieve
a pH of 8.5, which was measured with a calibrated pH meter. Steps in test GaAs
samples were etched and the step height was measured with the profilometer. The
etch rate was determined to be 25f lklsecond. The prepared samples were dipped in
the etchant for 2-4 seconds, rinsed for one minute in deionized water, blown dry with
dry nitrogen, and then were loaded immediately into the evaporation chamber.

The third and final set of photoconductivity measurements utilized a different
sampling geometry and epitaxial GaAs. The reflection-mode sampling geometry is
shown in Fig. 4.4.3. This geometry eases the fabrication constraints because the
sampling crystal and photoconductive switch are produced separately. Consequently
the difficulty of having to fabricate continuous lines across the G a A a i T a 0 3 interface
is eliminated.
The sampling crystals were constructed as follows. Thin (0.5mm) slices of
LiTa03 were cut from a 2" diameter boule using a slow-speed diamond saw. Next
these wafers were thinned by lapping to the desired thickness of 200um and both
faces of the wafer were polished to an optical finish. The polished wafers were sent to
the Virgo Corporation, a commercial coating house, where one surface of each wafer
was coated with a broad-band multiple-stack high-reflectivity dielectric coating

(R>99% @ 62W-50nm or 7m50nm). The final step was to dice the wafers into
3mmx3mm pieces using a diamond wafer saw.

The epitaxial GaAs consisted of

~ O O A1018cm-3n+-GaAs/ 2 pm undoped

(5xl014crn-3) GaAs grown on semi-insulating substrates. MBE GaAs wafers
obtained from Cornell University and Epitronics Corporation were studied as well as
MOCVD GaAs wafers from Spire Corporation. Metallizations were patterned on the
wafers using the lift-off process described above into 50, 20, and lOpm coplanar
striplines with a variety of gap lengths for the photoconductive switches. In addition,
test pads were fabricated along one edge of each chip in the form of 1OOpmxlOOpm
squares with separations of 10,20,50, and lOOpm for the purpose of evaluation of
the contacts. The final step was to remove the thin n+-GaAslayer everywhere except
under the metallization by using the calibrated GaAs etch. In most cases the standard
NiAuGe evaporated metallization described above was used; in addition, 2 wafers of
MBE GaAs were sent to MIT Lincoln Laboratories after the photoresist had been
patterned for a sputtered N i u G e metallization. Sputtered metallizations have been
shown in some cases to form superior ohmic contacts relative to evaporated
metallizations [129]. No significant difference was observed between the two types
of metallization in the DC I-V behavior or the transient response. The final fabrication
step involved dicing the wafers into 5rnrnx5mm chips using a diamond wafer saw.
For all three sets of measurements the samples were mounted similarly on
machined brass blocks with high-speed OSSM connectors attached. The samples
were mounted with silver paint or silver epoxy. Electrical connections were made
using silver paint for the load and bias ends of the transmission lines first to
intermediate bias pads (gold-plated alumina) and then to the connectors. In the case of
the reflection-mode geometry a small (50pm diameter) hole was scratched in the HR
coating prior to mounting the sample crystal to allow for passage through the crystal
of the pump beam to the photoconductive switch (note: this detail is not shown in Fig.
4.4.3). The crystal was then mounted with the HR coating face-down on the GaAs

substrate. The crystal was positioned carefully under a microscope to align the hole in
the C

O ~ Mover
~

the desired switch, and then the comers of the crystal were tacked

down with silver paint.

4.4.2 Exuerimental Procedm
This section will discuss the specific electro-optic sampling techniques,
described in general in section 4.2, that were used to acquire the experimental results
that will be presented in the following sections.
There were two sampling geometries that were utilized, shown in Fig. 4.4.2,
which will be referred to as the transmission and reflection-mode geometries. The
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Fig. 4.4.2 Transmission-mode and reflection-mode sampling geometries; L=lense,
D=deteetor.

sample geometries for these respective experiments are shown in Figs. 4.2.4
(transmission) and 4.4.4 (reflection).
For the transmission-mode geomeay the experiment was set up as follows.
The direction of the polarizer was set 45' relative to the optical axis of the LiTaOg
sampling crystal. This is the alignment for maximum electro-optic efficiency. The
analyzer was adjusted to extinguish the probe beam when the sample and
compensator were not in the beam. The sample was then placed at the focus of the
20X objective L1. The sample was mounted on a precision three-axis manual
translation stage in order to position the probe spot accurately. Not shown in the
figure is a beamsplitter to the right of L1 and an off-axis telescope which allowed the
sample to be viewed through the objective down the probe beam-line. Next the SoleilBabinet compensator was introduced into the probe beam. This was used to
compensate for the static birefringence of the LiTaR crystal and to optically bias the
crystal to its half-wave point. This guaranteed that the optical response was linear in
the applied electric field. This condition corresponded to equal signal levels on
detectors Dl and D2. The detectors were large-area EGG FND-100 p-i-n photodiodes
biased at -90V. The focusing lense for the pump beam, with a typical focal length of
20mm, was mounted on a separate x-y-z translation stage to allow for precision
positioning of the focussed pump beam on the photoconductive switch.

In the original configuration developed by Valdmanis [90] the output of the
detectors Dl and D2 were fed into a PAR model 116 differential pre-amplifier and
then into a PAR model 124A lock-in amplifier. Modulation was impressed on the
signal of interest either with a mechanical chopper in the pump beam or via
modulation of the DC bias on the photoconductive switch. The lock-in amplifier was
synchronized to the modulation frequency of 1kHz. The output of the lock-in went
into a EGG PAR model 4203 signal averager.

An optical delay line in the pump beam was mounted on a Klinger 8CLm/step

stepper which was run by a KIinger CC1.l stepper controller. The controller sent a
signal which drove the x-axis of the signal averager, while the lock-in output was
displayed on the y-axis. The time-base of the signal averager was calibrated by
measuring the clock rate of the signals being sent to the delay line and knowing that
Bpdstep corresponds to 26.67fdstep double-pass using the speed of light. The delay
line was scanned for the desired number of (equivalent) picoseconds, then it was
returned to its original position and another scan was initiated. Depending upon the
amplitude of the signal being measured, typically 1-100 scans at 10 seconds/scan
would be accumulated corresponding to 1-100x107 laser shots. Voltage calibration
was achieved by applying a known voltage at the lock-in frequency directly to the
sampling crystal and recording the corresponding offset signal on the lock-in. Using
this arrangement Valdmanis was able to demonstrate a sensitivity of 1mV with an
integration time of 1000 seconds. Sensitivity is specified in this case as the signal
level when S/N=1.
The primary source of noise in this system is the amplitude noise of the dye
laser, which is governed by the l/f noise spectrum of the argon pump laser. The noise
spectrum of the dye laser rolls off to a constant level above 3MHz. Therefore if the
experiment could be performed at a lock-in frequency above 3MHz the sensitivity
should be significantly improved. This was first attempted with a PAR highfrequency lock-in, but it was found that the front-end detection electronics in this
instrument were inferior to the low-frequency instrument. As a result only a small
improvement in signaVnoise was observed [130,131]
An improved scheme was developed by J. Chwalek at the Laboratory for
Laser Energetics involving the use of RF mixers [130]. An HP3326A 2-channel
frequency synthesizer was used as an ultra-stable frequency s6urce. One frequency,

fl=3.56MHz, was used to drive the modulation of the experimental signal, either
using a Chronetics pulse generator to modulate the photoconductive switch bias or an
Intra-Action AOM-80 acousto-optic modulator to modulate the intensity of the probe
beam. The second frequency, f2=3.5625MHz, was mixed with the detector signals
Dl and D2 using separate matched RF mixers. The output of the two mixers was then
fed into the differential amplifier input of the low-frequency lock-in amplifier, which
was set to measure a modulated signal at the difference frequency fl-f2=2.5kHz. This
allowed the experiment to be modulated at a high frequency but also allowed
exploitation of the high-Q electronics of the low-frequency lock-in. This arrangement
has demonstrated a sensitivity of 150pV with a &!g

10-second scan. With longer

integration times this sensitivity could be reduced to less than 50pV. This is the
detection scheme that was used to acquire the data that will be discussed in the
following sections. One other improvement in the experiment involved the addition of

an A?T PC computer by which the data could be stored on floppy disks for future
reference. Eventually this computer will be programmed to emulate the signal
avenger and control the delay line for fully automated data acquisition.
All of the detectors and electronics were identical for the experiments that

utilized the reflection-mode geometry (Fig. 4.4.2). The only difference, aside from
the obvious one in configuration, was the addition of a Faraday isolator. Dye lasers

are very sensitive to reflections external to the laser cavity and can become unstable if
the cavity is not isolated from stray reflections from external optics. The reflectionmode experiment was performed at near-normal incidence to the sample, so that it
was relatively easy for stray reflections and scattered light to propagate back into the
laser cavity. This was prevented with a Faraday isolator. A rod of Faraday material
was mounted in the center of a strong magnet. The strength of the field and the length
of the rod were designed were designed to introduce a 45' Faraday rotation into the

polarized probe beam as it passe through on its way to the sample After reflection
off of the sample the beam passed back through the isolator where it gained another
45' rotation. Its polarization was then orthogonal to the polarizer and the beam was
rejected into detector D2. Use of the Faraday isolator eliminated any problems with
laser instabilities due to reflections.

4.4.3 CPM (L,
= 620nm)Results
The initial set of measurements were carried out using the coplanar stripline
geometry (Fig. 4.2.4). This geometry was chosen for its improved temporal
resolution, as discussed in section 4.2.
One of the requirements of this geometry is that bulk (boule-grown)GaAs be
used because there is considerable grinding and polishing of the material during
fabrication (a thin epitaxial layer would not sumive this treatment). Because it is also
necessary to use semi-insulating material (so that the dark current is small relative to
the photocurrent) the two options are to use either Cr-doped Bridgeman material or
undoped LEC GaAs. The Bridgeman growth process is the older technique in which

a quartz ampoule containing arsenic and gallium is passed horizontally through a zone
furnace. Chromium impurities are introduced which act as deep electron traps to
increase the resistivity. The first experiments utilized Crdoped GaAs because it was
relatively inexpensive and readily available. In this case no dependance of the
transient photoconductivity on the applied electric field was observed and in particular
no photocurrent overshoot was observed. This was presumably due to two reasons.
The first is that Bridgeman material is of relatively poor quality and the Cr impurities
and lattice dislocations act as scattering centers and traps that severely limit the

mobility of the electrons. The other is that all metallizations tested (including
evaporated Au, AuGeNi, and In, both annealed and unannealed) resulted in nonreproducible non-ohmic contacts. This was reflected in highly non-linear DC I-V
characteristics which varied strongly from one test pattern to the next on a chip and
from chip to chip from the batch (the relationship between the I-V characteristic and
the quality of the metal-semiconductorcontact is discussed in Appendix Al).
The next step was to utilize undoped LEC GaAs and to incorporate a step
prior to metallization to remove the GaAs surface oxide. LEC stands for the Liquid
Encapsulated Czochralski growth technique. In this technique a seed crystal is pulled
slowly from a GaAs melt. The melt is "encapsulated" with a layer of molten B203 to
prevent arsenic loss. With this technique semi-insulating material can be obtained
without the addition of impurities; instead, a deep donor level known as EL2 is
introduced which depends on the melt stoichiometry. In this case the contacts were
more reproducible and the best contacts were obtained using annealed evaporated In.
Even in the best case, however, the DC I-V characteristics varied significantly from
one photoconductive gap to the next on a chip and from one chip to the next. The
variations ranged from quasi-linear I-V characteristics to curves that exhibited strong
diode-like behavior. Best-case transient voltage waveforms for these samples are
shown in Fig. 4.4.3. This was the first instance of an observed photocurrent
overshoot that was present at high fields but not at low fields. The overshoot
appeared on samples from the batch that exhibited quasi-linear I-V characteristics but
did not appear on samples which demonstrated highly nonlinear DC I-V response.
Two difficulties were apparent during the experiment. First, the shape of the voltage
transient was strongly dependent upon the illumination of the gap, which is an
indication of poor contacts [84]. Secondly, the risetimes of the transients were
unexpectedly long, on the order of 1.5ps, which can only partially be explained by
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Fig. 4.4.3 Transient voltage waveforms obtained using the coplanar strip geometry
with semi-insulating LEC GaAs and annealed In contacts.

the relatively large linewidths and line separation (50 km) of the geometry used.
Some of this slow response is also likely due to contact effects.
As shown in section 4.2, improvements in the temporal resolution would
require using smaller stripline dimensions. However, it was found that the difficulty
in fabricating continuous transmission lines across the GaAsfLiTa03 interface
increased dramatically as the linewidth was reduced. Yields for 2 0 p linewidths were
extremely low and for 10pm linewidths or smaller were essentially zero.
At this point it was decided to make two significant changes in the experiment.
This first was to perform the experiment in the reflection-mode geometry, which was
described in section 4.2 and is shown in more detail in Fig. 4.4.4. This geometry has

several advantages and one disadvantage. One advantage is that it separates the
photoconductive switch fabrication from the sampling crystal fabrication, each of
which can be done independently with standard procedures and very high yields. In
particular, the coplanar strip linewidths on the GaAs may be made as small as
practicable with the lithography at hand. Another advantage is that the probe beam
may be moved arbitrarily close to the switch, thereby minimizing any distortion of the
voltage waveform due to modal dispersion on the transmission line. The disadvantage
is that the probe beam must pass through the fringing field twice which yields an
effective optical transit time 70 that is twice that of the transmission geometry.
Fortunately this is easily compensated for by sufficient reduction of the stripline
dimensions.
The second change in the experiment is made possible by the transition to the
reflection-mode geometry. Because grinding and polishing of the GaAs is no longer
necessary, very high-quality MBE or MOCVD GaAs may be used which will have
Excitation

aI
Fig. 4.4.4 Reflection-mode electro-optic sampling geometry.
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extremely low impurity concentrations and correspondingly high electron mobilities.
The use of epitaxial GaAs has an additional advantage in terms of ohmic contact
formation. As discussed in Appendix Al, ohmic contacts require a heavily doped n+
region between the metal and the semiconductor to serve as a source of electrons to
the semiconductor. It is clear that the heavier and more uniform the doping the better
the contact will be. Such a layer is easily incorporated into an epitaxial growth process
as a cap layer and a very highquality n+-n interface is assured
As expected, it was found that the uniformity and quality of the contacts
increased dramatically with the utilization of epitaxial GaAs. The I-V curves were
linear to fields as high as 5OkVJcm with at most f 5% variation of the I-V response
for many samples across a wafer. The best metallization was found to be sputtered or
annealed NiAuGe annealed in an argon atmosphere at 400'C for 10-15 minutes.
Experimental photoconductive transients for these samples are shown in Fig.
4.4.5 [99]. For this measurement the coplanar linewidths and separation were each
50pm, the gap length was lOpm, the pump and probe beam diameters were 10pm.
and the propagation distance from the gap to the probe point was 20pm. The pump
and probe pulsewidths were 65fs and the laser wavelength was 620nm Although the
data was taken with uniform illumination of the gap, it was found that the shape of the
voltage transient did not depend critically on how the gap was illuminated.
The transient response of five samples each from a wafer of Cornell MBE
GaAs and a wafer of Spire MOCVD GaAs were studied. The data of Fig. 4.4.5 is a
representative set for a particular sample from the MBE wafer. All ten samples
exhibited very similar overshoot behavior. The amplitude of the voltage transient
varied with illumination, depending upon how much light was coupled into the
photoconductive switch. Maximum switching occurred when the gaps were
uniformly illuminated. The magnitude of the overshoot did not depend upon
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Fig. 4.4.5 Transient photoconductivity data and Monte Carlo drift velocity
calculations for &, = 620nm [99].
illumination. For the five MBE samples the degree of overshoot with E=lOkV/cm
was 2.1W.20 and for the five MOCVD samples the same result was 1.e.23. The

MOCVD samples displayed a slightly reduced degree of overshoot but the difference
between the two samples is not statistically significant.
Also shown in the figure are Monte Carlo calculations of the electron drift
velocity for the particular experimental conditions of electric field, temperature

(300K), excitation wavelength (620nm), and density (1017 cm-3). All of the
walitative features of the theory are reprdx.ed in the ex~erimentalresults. These
features include a decreasing risetime with increasing field and a moderate overshoot
that occurs at the extreme high field. Note also that the magnitude of the high-field
overshoot prediction of 1.6 is in qualitative agreement with the measured overshoots
of 2.1W.20 and 1.9f.23. In section 4.2 it was shown that the temporal resolution
for the sampling system with this geometry is under 200fs. The measured response is
a convolution of the transient drift velocity with the system response. Because the
system response is considerably faster than the predicted velocity transient the
measurement should reflect the inherent velocity response with only slight
instrumental broadening. Therefore, because considerable care has been taken to
optimize the temporal resolution and to fabricate reproducible ohmic contacts on highquality epitaxial GaAs, the conclusion is that this measurement constitutes the first
subpicosecond time-resolved observation of velocity overshoot in GaAs.
Another phenomenon predicted by the Monte Carlo theory and discussed in
the previous section is the Jones-Rees effect [98]. The signature of this effect is a
delay in the onset of the drift velocity for low fields when electrons are photoexcited
at or above the intervalley transfer threshold. In the experiment this should be
apparent as a delay in the onset of the photoconductivity at low fields. The effect
should be observed for excitation wavelengths shorter than 700nm.
Refemng again to the data in Fig. 4.4.5 there is a shift that is apparent
between the 10kVIcm and SkVIcm curves. There is no visible shift between the
5kVIcm and 2kVlcm curves but this may be obscured by the relatively large noise
level on the low field data. One way of quantifying the onset time of the
photoconductivity is by measuring how long it takes for the transient voltage to reach

10%of its peak value at each field. These measurements are shown in Table 4.4.1

TABLE 4.4.1
Measurement of Jones-Rees Effect
compare bsa (10% of peak)

2kV/rm

SkV/cm

10kV/cm

Monte Carlo Predictions

0.4f .05

0.30

0. lops

Photoconductivity Data

0.33k.05

0.3 1f .03

0.12f.02pS

and are compared with the relevant Monte Carlo predictions. The experimental values
in the table are averaged over all ten MBE and MOCVD samples. For the high- and
medium-field cases the agreement is very good, and for the-low field case the
agreement is within the uncertainty of the data and the calculation (low-field Monte
Carlo calculations suffer from numerical instabilities). This constitutes the first timeresolved measurement of the Jones-Rees effect in GaAs.

4.4.4 Near-IR

(&= 760nm)Results

It was shown in section 4.3 that velocity overshoot increases as the
photoexcitation energy approaches the bandgap because the electrons will spend a
longer time in the central valley and therefore will have gained more energy from the
field before scattering to the sideband. In an effort to measure an enhanced overshoot
the transient photoconductivity experiment was repeated using the same optimized

samples as above but with photoexcitation and probing accomplished using a near-IR
dye laser running at 760nm. Details of this laser source may be found in Appendix
A2. Note that for absolute optimization of velocity overshoot a short-pulse highrepetition-rate laser running at 850nm should be used. At the time of this writing a
laser with these properties has yet to be developed.
Transient photoconductivity data with 76011x11 excitation at the high and low
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Fig. 4.4.6 Transient photoconductivity data and Monte Carlo electron drift velocity
= 760nm. Note that the Monte Carlo curves have in this case been
simulations for
convolved with a 500fs system response [99].

fields of 15kVJcm and 2kVJcm are shown in Fig. 4.4.6. The data is a representative
set from one of the MBE samples. Note that once again a very significant
photocurrent overshoot is apparent at high field but not at low field.However, for the
high field case the degree of overshoot is much smaller and the risetime of the
photocunent is considerably slower than what is predicted by the Monte Carlo theory
(Fig. 4.3.5). In this case the limited temporal resolution is understood. The near-IR
laser produces pulses only as short as 300fs. Recall that the laser pulsewidth enters
into the calculation of the temporal resolution twice, once for the probe pulse and once
for the excitation pulse (eq. 4.2.4). In this case the non-negligible laser pulsewidth
dominates the temporal resolution and therefore the full velocity overshoot cannot be
resolved. Fortunately, since the temporal resolution is well known it is still possible
to compare the data with the Monte Carlo predictions as long as the finite system
response is taken into account. Specifically, if the theoretical predictions of Fig. 4.3.5
are convolved with the system response of 500fs then a realistic estimate of the
amount of overshoot that may be observed in this measurement is obtained. These
curves are also plotted in Fig. 4.4.6. Once again very good agreement between the
experimental results and the (convolved) theoretical predictions is found.
For this experiment only the five MBE samples were studied. As was the case
for the 620nm experiment, the amplitude of the transient voltage was found to vary
with the illumination of the gap, and maximum switching was found for the case of
unifonn illumination. The degree of overshoot did not depend upon the illumination.
The average of the five samples yielded an overshoot of 1.8k.25 in good agreement
with the (convolved) Monte Carlo prediction of 1.64.
For this wavelength, as explained in the previous section, no Jones-Rees
effect is expected. Unfortunately the question of whether or not there is a delay in the
onset of the photoconductivity cannot be answered because the temporal resolution is

insufficient to resolve such a delay.
In this section the development of optimized samples, contacts, and sampling
geometries to achieve a reproducible measurement of photocurrent overshoot has been
described. Very good qualitative agreement has been obtained between transient
photoconductivity results and Monte Carlo calculations of the transient electron
velocity. In the next chapter an all-optical experiment will be described which is
designed to measure not electron velocities but the electron distribution function.
These two complementary approaches will yield a complete picture of the dynamic
behavior of electrons in GaAs during heating by an applied electric field.

5.1 Beview of Published Transient Absorption Studies
This section will review the body of work that has been published to date by
various investigators on the study of relaxation of non-thermal canier distributions
probed via transient absorption spectroscopy. The different experiments have in
common that they all studied the evolution of caniers photoexcited with a picosecond
or subpicosecond laser source as the carriers move toward equilibration with the
lattice. When performed under varying conditions of pump intensity, wavelength, and
sample temperature these results yield important information about electron-electron,
electron-hole, and electron-phonon scattering rates. The distinction between these
previous experiments and the present one described in the following sections is that
an electric field has been applied so that carriers experience heating as well as cooling
to the lattice. The final steady state is therefore characterized by an electron
temperature Te which is m equal to the lattice temperature TL. The details of this
heating are critical to subpicosecond transport and velocity overshoot phenomenon, as
will be discussed later in this chapter.
One of the limitations of this technique in the past has been the availability of
subpicosecond laser sources at a pump and/or probe wavelength necessary to study a
particular aspect of the problem. Because of this many of the experiments performed
to date have been designed around a particular laser wavelength at hand. This
situation is changing as subpicosecond continuum sources are developed in parallel
with tunable dye lasers whose wavelength range may be changed through judicious
selection of laser dyes. These developments will eventually result in the full
realization of the potential of absorption spectroscopy techniques and the extension of
these techniques to the study of transport in AlGaAs, InP, various new alloy
materials, quantum wells, and other systems.
One of the first time-resolved absorption studies was carried out by von der

Linde and Lambrich [100]. In this work 25ps excitation pulses from a mode-locked
Nd:YAG laser were used to create caniers in bulk GaAs via two-photon absorption.
This resulted in an initial electron distribution with a large excess energy of 716 meV.
The relaxation of this distribution to the band edge was measured with absorption at
several wavelengths produced with a tunable optical parametric oscillator.
Experimental results of induced absorption versus pump-probe delay obtained at

T=7K are shown in Fig. 5.1.1. The data shows that the distribution has not
completely relaxed even after 250ps. To interpret the data the authors assumed that
immediately after excitation electron-electron scattering was efficient enough to
produce a Ferrni distribution with an elevated temperature Te. This hot distribution
then cooled down to the lattice temperature via LO phonon emission . Using the
temperature Te and the phonon relaxation time

as parameters to fit the theory to

the data the authors obtained the temperature evolution of the distribution shown in

Fig. 5.1.1 Induced absorbance versus time for b x = l .06pm and TL=~K,
with
different probe wavelengths near the band edge [100].
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Fig. 5.1.2 Temperature evolution of the distribution derived fiom the data in Fig.
5.1.1 [loo].
Fig. 5.1.2. The resultant value of ~mof 0.1 lps is in good agreement with theory.
A significant improvement in the experiment was introduced by Leheny et. al.
[loll with the utilization of a subpicosecond continuum probe. This allowed the
transient absorption to be measured for a band of wavelengths near the band edge
with improved temporal resolution. If the time-dependent transmission is plotted as a
difference spectrum with respect to the unperturbed (tcO) data then the resultant
function is approximately equal to the joint elecmrdhole distribution function f,

+ fh

(this will be discussed in detail in the next section). The results of Leheny et. al. for
TL=IOK and bx=750nrn are shown in Fig. 5.1.3. The first panel is the unperturbed
transmission spectrum, and the other panels show the difference spectrum for various
pump-probe delays. The tail in the spectrum at higher energies which gradually
disappears corresponds to electrons high in the band which gradually cool to the band
edge.
Lcheny et. al. also assumed that the carrier distribution wuld be described

Fig 5.1.3 Transmission spectra for various pump-probe delays obtained with
&,=750nm, TL=IOK, and n=7x1016cm-3 [loll.

Fig.S.1.4 Temperature evolution of the distribution derived from the data in Fig.
5.1.3. (a) n=7x1016cm-3; (b)n=3x1017m3; (c) n=lx10~*cm-3.The dashed line is
the m c t i o n if the LO phonon scattering rate is reduced by a factor of 5 [loll.

with a Fermi function. The evolution of the fitted Fermi temperature is shown in Fig.
5.1.4. The authors found that the distribution cooled more slowly for higher
excitation densities (points (b) and (c) in the figure). The dashed curve is the predicted
cooling curve if the LO phonon emission is reduced by a factor of 5, which is
consistent with the predicted screening of the phonons due to electron-phonon
coupling at higher densities. At the highest density of n=lx1018crn-3 (point (c)) the
distribution has a high energy tail which cannot be fit with a simple Fermi function.
A similar experiment was performed by Oudar et. al. [20] and subsequently
analyzed in detail by Collet et. al. [102]. In this case carriers were photoexcited near
the band edge (bx=814nm) with a 0.5ps narrow-bandwidth (5meV) pump pulse, and
a O.lps continuum probe pulse was used to measure the induced absorption. The
evolution of the difference spectra, obtained at T L = ~ ~ is
Kshown
,
in Fig. 5.1.5. The
peak in the data at t=0.6ps corresponds to the temporal peak of the excitation pulse.

This feature is referred to as dynamic spectral hole burning because the presence of a
peaked distribution of carriers bleaches the optical transmission at the peak of the
distribution. At t=1.8ps the peak is nearly washed out and at t=4.2ps the carriers have
relaxed to a quasi-Fermi distribution. Note that the excitation wavelength was chosen
so that the initial energy of the electrons (19meV) would be insufficient to create LO
phonons (&~0=37meV)
and hence the dynamics in this case are dominated by carriercarrier scattering.
The theoretical description of the experiment utilized a moderately
sophisticated d e l of the dynamic plasma that included electrons and holes, electronelectron and electron-hole interactions, LO phonons (including hot phonons), and
smtning of the plasma dielectric function. There were no phenomenological fitting
parameters in this model. The theoretical results are plotted in Fig. 5.1.5 as triangles
(quasi-static screening) and solid circles (static screening). As can be seen in the
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Fig. 5.1.5 Evolution of the distribution function with hx=814nm and TL=~SK.
The

points are the theoretical predictions discussed in the text [102].

figure, the fit is quite reasonable. The authors were able to draw several important
conclusions from their analysis: (1) holes gain energy from the electrons during the
transient and have not equilibrated with the electrons even after 1.4ps; (2) hot phonon
effects are not important for these experimental parameters; and (3) the static
approximation for the dielectric function is a good approximation.
Recent improvements in CPM laser design to achieve pulses as short as 27fs
[I031 have led to transient absorption studies with femtosecond resolution. One such
experiment by Rosker et. al. [I041 measured the femtosecond absorption dynamics of
electrons in AlGaAs, GaAs, and a multiple quantum well structure, using a singlewavelength (630nm) transmission correlation technique. This technique measures the
rate of scattering out of the initial photoexcited state (and perhaps scattering back into
that state at later times). Typical room-temperature results are shown in Fig. 5.1.6 (in
each case the dashed line is the pulse autocorrelation of 50fs). The difference in
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Fig. 5.1.6 Room-temperature transient absorption for different samples obtained with
the single-wavelength (63011x11)
transmission-correlation technique [I041

response between the thin (0.3pm) and thick ( 1 . 1 ~GaAs
)
samples was attributed to
uniform and non-uniform excitation densities respectively. Through careful analysis
of the data the authors were able to show that for all cases the response was the sum
of three exponential terns. For the thin GaAs sample these terms were two decaying
exponentials with time constants of 34fs and 160fs and an increasing exponential with
a time constant of 1.7ps. The fast component is attributed to intervalley scattering, in
reasonable agreement with predictions based on estimates of the deformation potential
constant, with a possible additional contribution from electron-electron scattering. The
intermediate time constant is assigned to polar optical phonon scattering within the r
valley and the 1.7ps increase in transmission is attributed to electrons returning to the

r valley from the L valley. Wise et. al. [I051 have also canied out an extension of

this work to lower temperatures which enables distinctions between the intervalley
and carriercarrier scattering contributions to the fast decay component.
Another study of femtosecond absorption was carried out by Schoenlein et.

al. [I061 with similar excitation conditions (625nm) but in this case a continuum
probe, which gives a more complete picture of the disnibution relaxation to the band
edge. Room temperature experimental results for a thin GaAs sample probed at
various wavelengths from near the band edge to 2.14eV are shown in Fig. 5.1.7.
Several features are apparent. The shon peak in the data from 2.14eV to 1.88eV
indicates the spectral width of the excitation peak and is another example of spectral
hole burning. This feature is spectrally broader than the pump bandwidth because
optical transitions from both the heavy and light hole bands are allowed. This data
also shows an increase in the transmission at 1.78-1.94eV after 1.5-2ps, again
indicating return of electrons from the L to the r valley, consistent with the data of
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Fig. 5.1.7 Transient absorption data for &,=625nm, probed at numerous
wavelengths with a continuum probe [106].

Rosker et. al. discussed above. Another small but sharp peak is apparent at 1.73eV
and 1.68eV which is attributed to spectral hole burning due to the optical transition
from the split- off hole band to the conduction band. The rising absorption near the
band edge reflects the time necessary for most of the hot electrons to cool through LO
phonon emission.
Finally, the transient absorption has been measured by Knox et. al. [21] and
modeled by Bailey et. al. [ lW] for a room-temperature AlGaAdGaAs quantum well.
In this case a 50fs continuum probe was used and excitation was accomplished with a
lOOfs pump pulse 20meV above the band edge. As in the experiment of Oudar
described above, this excess energy is insufficient for LO phonon emission and
therefore the dynamics are determined by carrier-carrier interactions only. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.1.8 for a concentration of 2xl010cm-2and
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Fig. 5.1.8 Room-temperature transient absorption spectra for near-band edge
excitation in a AlGaAdGaAs multiple quantum well structure [21].

various pump-probe delays. Ln the unperturbed (tc-100fs) spectrum the first two
peaks correspond to the n=l light and heavy hole excitons, and the small feature at
1.58eV is the n=2 heavy hole exciton. The photoexcited distribution is scattered out
of its initial state within 50-100fs and relaxes to the band edge, indicated by bleaching
of the n=l exciton absorption, in approximately 150fs. The model of Bailey et. al. is
a Monte Carlo simulation that includes polar optical phonon, ionized impurity,
electron-hole, and electron-electron scattering mechanisms. The model reproduces the
fast (50-100fs) relaxation out of the initial state and shows that this rate, governed by
electron-electron scattering, is density dependent above concentrations of 4xl010cm2.

An additional feature of the theory predicts that for low densities the initial

relaxation is slower, on the order of 200fs, which remains to be experimentally
verified.
This section has reviewed the published studies of hot electron relaxation
probed with transient absorption spectroscopy. Experiments have been canied out
under various conditions of pump intensity and wavelength, temperature, and
temporal resolution, yielding an important body of information regarding caniercarrier and carrier-phonon scattering and screening. The rest of this chapter will
describe a mdcation

of this system with the application of an electric field, which

serves as an additional source of energy and momentum for the caniers and resembles
more closely the environment experienced by hot carriers in many semiconductor
device structures.

. .

5.2 Monte Carlo Mudel of the Dvnam'c E l e ~ D~stnbut!
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The use of transient absorption techniques to measure the shape of the
dynamic electron distribution function is based upon the bleaching of optical
transmission due to the presence of excess carriers in the conduction and valence
bands. The dynamic absorption coefficient may be written as [21.]
a ( t ) = a.

{

l-fe(t)-fh(t) )

[5.2.1]

where a 0 is the unperturbed (time-independent) coefficient and fe and fh are the
respective photoexcited elecmn and hole distribution functions. The transmission of a
thin sample, neglecting interference effects, may be written as
T = ( l - ~ ) ~ e - = = ~

[ 5.2.2 ]

where R is the reflection coefficient, L is the sample thickness, and I(-jis the incident
intensity. For small changes in transmission the exponential may be expanded and it
is easily shown that the differential transmission has the form

Therefore if the transmission data is plotted in this way the shape of the joint
distribution function is obtained directly.
Recall that from the discussion in Chapter 4 that during velocity overshoot
electrons are accelerated in the r valley under the applied field and eventually scatter
into the L valley when they have gained sufficient energy. In terms of the energy
distribution this implies that the distribution will develop a high-energy "tail". The
measurement of the arrival time at high excess energies for electrons accelerated from
the band edge amounts to a measurement of the scattering time into the L valley,
which is of fundamental importance to velocity overshoot theories.
The Monte Carlo model is identical to that described earlier with a few

modifications. Due to experimental limitations transient absorption experiments tend
to be performed at higher densities than transient photoconductivity measurements (as
high as n=5x1018cm-3), which requires the inclusion of electron-electron and
electron-hole scattering effects. The finite spectral width of the excitation pulse
(IOmeV) has been included in the initial distribution. The excitation wavelength for
the experiments is 830nm, which generates electrons with an excess energy of
60rneV. This corresponds to approximately two LO phonon energies above the band
edge. The holes are initialized with an energy of 7meV below the valence band edge.
The sample is assumed to be at T=300K in all cases. The electron and hole
distribution functions will be calculated as a function of pump/probe delay, camer
density, and applied field.
A calculation of the relaxation of the hole distribution with n=1017cm-3 and

E=O is shown in Fig. 5.2.1. The very nonthermal initial distribution is randomized
quickly and after 200fs has evolved into a quasi-Fermi distribution. Note that all of
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Fig. 5.2.1 Calculated evolution of the hole distribution with E d and n=1017cm-3.

the important dynamics take place within SOmeV of the band edge. The experiment is
focussed on detecting changes in the tail of the distribution (above 100meV). where
the hole contribution is negligible, so the remainder of this discussion will be limited
to the electron distribution.
Relaxation of the electron dismbution function under the same conditions is
shown in Fig. 5.2.2:The

initial (t=O) distribution has two peaks due to simulated

photoexcitation from both the light hole and heavy hole bands. It should be noted that
the calculation assumes isotropic valence bands, whereas in GaAs the hole effective
masses are anisotropic [97]. The effect of a range of hole masses is to broaden the
initial photoexcited electron distribution. Therefore the calculation will underestimate
the width of the initial experimental distribution. At t=100fs the distribution has two
peaks, one at the initial photoexcitation energy and one at ~=30meV.The lowerenergy peak is at exactly one LO phonon energy below the initial peak, indicating that
LO phonon emission is a dominant scattering mechanism during the first 100fs. After
200fs both peaks have been smeared out by electron-electron and electron-hole
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Fig. 5.2.2 Simulated evolution of the electron dismbution for E=O and n=1017cm-3.
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Fig. 5.2.3 Calculated evolution of the electron distribution,E=O and n=2x1018cm-3.

scattering and the distribution is nearly thermalized. This 200fs time scale for
thermalization is consistent with calculations of Collet [I021 and Bailey [I071
discussed in the previous section.
A simulation for the same conditions but with a moderately high carrier
density of n=2x1018cm-3 is shown in Fig. 5.2.3. The behavior is significantly
different. In particular, the initial peak persists for up to 500fs and no LO phonon
peak is apparent. The persistent peak is due to two factors. First, at a density of
2~10l~cm
the- electron
~
gas is moderately degenerate, and the scattering rate out of
the initial state is limited by the number of states available to scatter into. Secondly,
electron-hole scattering transfers energy to the hole distribution and prevents the
immediate build-up of a high-energy tail. In this case the electrons are thermalized in
approximately Ips. As will be discussed in the next section, no such long-lived nonthermal peak has been observed in the experiments. The experiments were
consistently conducted at as low a density as possible, estimated to be n = 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ c r n - ~ ,

in order to avoid degeneracy and electron-hole effects. For these reasons the

remainder of the discussion will be limited to densities on the order of 1017cm-3.
Next, a DC electric field is turned on in the simulation. Calculations for the
high-field case of E=lOkV/cm are shown in Fig. 5.2.4. As expected, the applied field
has a dramatic effect on the evolution of the distribution. A high-energy tail begins to
forxn immediately and there is no LO-phonon peak. After 500fs the tail continues to
grow and significant numbers of electrons have energies as high as 300meV,
sufficient to scatter into the L valley (recall that for E=O there were essentially no
electrons with energies higher than 15OmeV). Beyond t=Ips the distribution
continues to shift as electrons scatter back and forth between the r and L valleys, and
equilibrium is reached after 2-3ps.
A different way to visualize the dynamics of the distribution function is to
look at the distribution at discrete energies above the band edge as a function of time.
This corresponds to performing the experiment with discrete probe wavelengths
rather than with a continuum probe, which will be discussed in the next section.
Three probe wavelengths of interest are kprobe=870nm, 780nm, and 750nm,
corresponding approximately to respective energies of 100,150, and 2OOmeV above
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Fig. 5.2.4 Simulated evolution of the electron distribution function, including heating
by the applied electric field, for n=1017cm-3and E=lOkV/cm.

the band edge. In the following plots the distribution function at these wavelengths
will be weighted with the absorption coefficient ( a ( 1 0 0 m e V ) = 1 0 ~ c m - 1 ;
a ( 1 5 O m e ~ ) = l . 2 x 1 0 ~ c ma(200meV)=1.34x10~cm-~),
-~;
in accordance with
eq.[5.2.2] to allow for more direct comparison with the experimental results.
The data of Fig. 5.2.2 (n=1017cm-3, E d ) is replotted in Fig. 5.2.5 for these
three probe wavelengths to demonstrate the advantage of this perspective. It can be
seen immediately from this graph that there are fewer electrons at higher energies and
that they arrive later the further one probes from the band edge. As already discussed,
with no applied field there are extremely few electrons with energies as high as
200meV.
Fig. 5.2.6 simulates the same conditions but with the addition of the high
applied electric field (E=lOkV/cm). Two effects are apparent. A "population
overshoot" occurs at all three wavelengths as electrons are accelerated up from the
band edge, arrive at the probe energy, and sweep past to move to higher energies.

Time (ps)

Fig. 5.2.5 The calculations of Fig. 5.2.2 (n=10l~crn-~,
E=O) are replotted for three
discrete energies of interest as a function of pumplprobe delay. The data is also
weighted 'with the absorption coefficient.
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Fig. 5.2.6 Evolution of the electron distribution function at discrete energies for
n=1017cm-3and E=lOkVlcn
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Fig. 5.2.7 Comparison of the time dependence of the electron distribution function at
&=200meVfor high field and zero field conditions.

Again a delay is seen as the arrival of the electrons is probed further from the band
edge. Also note the very significant number of electrons in this case at & = 2 0 h e V
@robe=750nm) This is emphasized in Fig. 5.2.7, which compares the distribution
function at 2OOmeV with and without the applied field. Essentially all of the electrons
at this or higher energies have arrived there because of heating from the applied field.

In summary, Monte Carlo calculations predict that an applied electric field
should have a dramatic effect on the evolution of the electron distribution function. A
high-energy tail is expected to develop as electrons gain energy from the field. In
particular, it should be possible to measure to measure a transient absorption above
200meV which is significantly enhanced when a high electric field is applied.

5.3 Ex~erimentalResults: Subpicosecond heat in^ and Thermalization of the Electron

. . .

lstnbuaon Funcnox
This section will describe the transient absorption experiments that have been
performed with an applied electric field. The experiment will be described in two
modes, with a continuum probe and with discrete probe wavelengths. The
experimental results will be compared with the theoretical predictions of the previous
section.

5.3.1 Beparation of Transient Absorption S a m ~ l e s
For theses measurements epitaxial MBE GaAs wafers were obtained from
Cornell University and Spire Corporation which consisted of 500A lo1* n+-GaAsI
5000A undoped GaAsl 2pm undoped Alo~jGa0.4Asgrown on a semi-insulating
GaAs

Fig. 5.3.1 Sample structure for the transient absorption spectroscopy experiment.

substrate. The AlGaAs serves as structural support for the thin undoped GaAs layer,
it is optically transparent at the wavelengths of interest here. The final sample
structure after fabrication is shown in Fig. 5.3.1. The fabrication steps will be
described below.
The first step was to dice the wafers into squares of 4x4 or 5x5 chips, each
chip having dimensions of 5mmx5mm. The edges of the 4x4 or 5x5 squares would
serve later in the process as registration marks for patterning of the back surface.
NiAuGe lines 100 and 200pm wide were fabricated on the "top" surface of the
samples using the liftoff process previously described. Each line had a
100pmx100pm or 200pmx200pm gap in the middle of the line. The metal pattern
was utilized as an etch mask to remove the n+-GaAs layer between the lines using the
calibrated GaAs etch. The NiAuGe was then annealed for ten minutes at 400'C. It
should be noted that the metallization on the front surface was designed only to
provide a DC bias to the sample. Unlike the photoconductivity experiment, in this

case it is not necessary to propagate voltage waveforms in a high-speed transmission
line, which is why the single linelgap pattern was utilized.
The next step was to thin the thickness of the sample from initially 500pm
down to approximately 50-75pm by lapping the back side of the pieces. Then the
back sides were coated with photoresist and large (0.5mmx0.5mm) windows were
imaged in the resist using the edge of the samples for registration. This assured that
the holes etched up through the substrate would line up with the gaps on the top
surface. The calibrated GaAs etch, which selectively etches GaAs and not AlGaAs,
was used to etch the holes through the back side, stopping at the AlGaAs layer. In
order to insure uniform etching, the samples were mounted on a teflon magnetic
stirrer which rotated the samples in a beaker while a continuous flow of etchant was
pumped onto the sample through a pipette. In this way all of the samples on a 4x4 or
5x5 square etched through to the AlGaAs layer at the same time. Completed etching
was indicated when the etched windows became partially transparent, demonstrating
an orange color when illuminated from the back side.
The last step was to add an anti-reflection coating to both surfaces of the
sample. This is necessary because the reflectivity of GaAs in th visible band is -30%.
which not only yields optical losses but can also result in significant interference
effects in the sample. Dielectric coatings were designed at the Optical Coating Facility
at the University of Rochester which consisted of a quarter-wave layer of magnesium
fluoride (thic1tness=1090A) on top of a quarter-wave layer of zinc sulfide (thickness

= 650A). The coatings were sputtered onto one surface, the samples were removed
from the chamber and turned over, and then the opposite surfaces were coated. This
resulted in reflection losses of less than 2% from either surface from 600 to 900nrn.

The samples were mounted on glass slides in which Smrn holes had been
drilled. The particular chip and gap of interest was aligned over the hole and the

sample was tacked down using silver paint or photoresist. This prevented any losses
or reflections of the pump or probe beams due to glass interfaces. The voltage bias
and load were provided through coaxial cables attached to the glass slides and
connected to the sample with silver paint.

5.3.2 Descri~tionof Data Acauisition Techniqw
This section will describe the details of the techniques that were used to
acquire the transient absorption data that will be discussed in the following sections.
First the techniques for measuring a broad-band spectrum will be presented, and then
the approach used to perform transient absorption experiments at discrete wavelengths
with improved sensitivity will be discussed.
Data acquisition throughout these experiments was achieved using a PDPIll23 computer.For broadband spectrum acquisition, the computer was interfaced with
the optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) controller via a DMA parallel interface board.
The delay line stepper was controlled via RS232 communications. Data was stored
using 32-bit double precision on 8" floppy disks. All of the programs for these
experiments were written at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics in the FORTH
language.
The spectrometers used in these experiments were Instruments SA .32 meter
monochromators in the Czerny-Turner configuration, utilizing 300-line gratings. The
detectors were Hammamatsu type R066 head-on 1.5"-diameter extended-red
photomultipliers which were connected for pulsed operation (e.g. hot cathode
biasing). For the broad-band spectra an EGG PARC 1420R-1024-G OMA with an
txtended-red gated intensified microchannel plate was used. This OMA had 700

active intensified channels with a corresponding resolution of 8A.
The discrete pump/continuum probe arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.3.2. Not
shown in the diagram are Uniblitz mechanical shutters that were placed in both the
pump and probe beams to enhance sensitivity in the following way. Noise in these
measurements is due to laser amplitude fluctuations and dark-current noise in the
detectors, both of which can be subtracted out to some degree. In order to achieve this
the following sequence was programmed for the OMA:
1) open both shutters; reset array; accumulate 1 scan; store in first memory
register.
2) close pump shutter, reset array; accumulate 1 scan; subtract

3) close probe shutter, reset array; accumulate 1 scan; add
4) open pump shutter, reset array; accumulate 1 scan; subtract

5) switch to second memory register
6) open probe shutter, reset array; accumulate 1 scan
7) close probe shutter, reset array; accumulate 1 scan; subtract
Steps 1-4 resulted in a measurement of AT=@ump on - pump off) with the dark noise
and scattered pump light subtracted out, which was stored in register # l . The
transmission of the probe beam with the dark noise subtracted out was performed in
steps 6 and 7 and the result was stored in register #2. The PDP then read the two
registers and divided channel 1 by channel 2 to arrive at ATn. Each scan was an
integration over 0.1 seconds (100 laser shots). The sequence was typically repeated
4000 times for an average of 4x106 laser shots per point in the averaged spectrum.

This was done for a particular fixed pump/probe delay. The delay was then changed
by stepping the delay line a known distance and the measurement was then repeated.

In this way the entire spectrum of the probe beam could be accumulated for a series of
purnp/probe delay times..

There are two difficulties with the above sequence, having to do with shortterm and long-term laser stability. Because each step in the program has a duration of
0.1 seconds, laser fluctuations on a time scale shorter than that cannot be subtracted
out. On the other hand, during the one hour that it took for a measurement at a single
pump/probe delay, the temperature of the Nd:YAG pump or amplifier may have
drifted, which could cause drift in the amplitude or shape of the continuum spectrum.
This limited the reproducibility of this technique from one long scan to the next to
ATE=fl%. This aspect of reproducibility will be discussed further in the next
section.
The principle of probing at discrete wavelengths and corresponding
experimental results will be presented in section 5.3.4.The modified arrangement,
showing only the probe beam, is detailed in Fig. 5.3.6.Instead of an OMA, two
matched spectrometers were used, and the mechanical shutters were eliminated.
Because the probe transmission was being measured at a single wavelength data
acquisition could occur at a high repetition rate, specifically the laser repetition rate of
1kHz. This meant that long and short-term laser fluctuations could be subtracted out
and normalized

Qn

every laser shot, which resulted in an order of magnitude

improvement in sensitivity. The PMT outputs were integrated with a b o y 2249W
gated AD integrator, the gate was synchronized to the laser pulse train with a
Chronetics delayed pulse generator.
The response of the two detectors had to be carefully matched. This required
that the two detectors monitor precisely the same portion of the white-light spectrum.
The wavelength calibration was carried out using interference filters, and the
spectrometer slit widths were matched. The detector signal levels were adjusted by
placing appropriate neutral density filters in front of the spectrometers. In addition,
both PMTs were biased with the same voltage supply at -1100V so that bias-related

noise would track in both detectors.Tracking of the two detectors was characterized
by accumulating a scatter-plot of the amplitude of one detector signal versus the other.
Optimized sensitivity could be achieved by insuring that the two detectors tracked
each other to within fi%. It should be noted that this is close to the detector shotnoise limit; if a higher photon flux is allowed on the photomultipliers in order to
reduce the shot noise, the PMTs will begin to saturate.
The experiment proceeded as follows. For each pumplprobe delay 1000 laser
shots were averaged and then the stepping motor was advanced to the next position.
For each position the computer read the signal from the two detectors, subtracted
them, multiplied the result by a large constant (because the difference was a small
number), and then divided by the reference level. The result was later converted into
an absolute ATn. A typical scan consisted of 50 pumplprobe delays separated by an
(equivalent) time-step of 30fs. Each scan was then repeated 20-40 times and the scans
were accumulated and averaged to average out long-term drifts in the laser. The
resultant data was an average of 2-4x104 laser shots averaged on a shot-to-shot
basis.After storing an averaged scan the applied field was changed to a different value
of interest and the procedure was repeated. As will be discussed in section 5.3.4, this
approach resulted in improved reproducibility and a sensitivity of AT^= 1x10-3.

5.3.3 Continuum Probe Results
The dye laser and regenerative amplifier utilized to generate the white-light
continuum for this experiment will be described in Appendix A2. The output of the
laser system is a train of high peak-power pulses with energies of lOuJ/pulse, a
wavelength of 620nm, a duration of 100fs, and a repetition ratG of 1kHz. These

U
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Fig. 5.3.2 Discrete pump/continuum probe arrangement.

pulses, when focussed into a jet of ethylene glycol, water, or other medium, have
sufficient peak power to generate a continuum through the high-intensity nonlinear
index response of the material [log]. The discrete pump/continuum probe
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.3.2. The continuum maintains the original lOOfs
pulsewidth but the spectrum has broadened to cover the range of 400-900nm, which
results in an extremely useful subpicosecond spectroscopic tool.
After the white light is generated it is split into two beams. The probe beam
passes through a computer-controlled optical delay line, then is focussed through the
sample and the entire s p e c t . is recorded with an optical multichannel analyzer

(OMA). Not shown in the figure is the compensation for the chirp on the probe pulse.
Continuum generation with a relatively thick (lrnrn) jet results in a pulse in which the

red frequencies are leading the blue, which is referred to as a "chirped pulse". In a
femtosecond spectroscopy experiment all of the probe wavelengths must arrive at the
same time. The chirp is corrected by passing the probe beam through a pair of highindex glass prisms [log]. In this way the chirp was reduced to 50fs across the 700850nm band of interest, which is quite reasonable for a lOOfs pulse duration.

In the pump beam the pump wavelength of interest (in this case 830nm) is
selected out with a lOnm bandwidth interference fdter. The energy of the pump pulse
is boosted with a single-stage dye amplifier which is pumped with leftover light from
the regenerative amplifier. The result is as much as 20nJ per pulse in the pump beam.
The pump energy was adjusted during the measurements to yield densities of
approximately 2xl017cm-3. The pump beam was aligned parallel with the probe beam
and was focussed into the sample through the same 50mm lens.
The pump and probe pulses were timed by placing a sum frequency
generation (SFG) crystal at the sample position and performing a cross-correlation
measurement. In addition, it was necessary to carefully overlap the focussed spots of
the two beams at the sample position to optimize the transient absorption. This was
~
adjacent to the sample and scanning it
accomplished by mounting a 1 2 . 5 pinhole
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Fig. 5.3.3 Experimental transient absorption data for E=O, n=2x1017cm-3, and
various pumplprobe delays. The pump energy, LO phonon energies, and intervalley
- scattering threshold are indicated.

both vertically and horizontally across the pump and probe spots. In this way the
probe beam could be precisely centered over the pump beam. The probe beam
diameter was typically 7 0 p and the pump diameter was 120pn
Experimental transient absorption curves for E=O and n=2x1017cm-3 are
shown in Fig. 5.3.3 for various pumplprobe delays. The curves are plotted versus
energy from the GaAs band edge and each is offset vertically for clarity in the figure.
Each curve required approximately 20 minutes of integration. The time origin is
somewhat arbitrary and was chosen to coincide with the peak of the initial nonthermal
distribution. Some contribution from the leading edge of the excitation pulse can be
seen at t=-120fs. The distribution thermalizes rapidly and after 240fs has become a
quasi-Fermi distribution. These results may be compared directly with the Monte
Carlo predictions of Fig. 5.2.2. The presence of the LO-phonon peak at 120fs is
indicated by a shoulder in the experimental distribution at &=30meV;this feature is not
sharper because of the finite duration of the pump pulse (the Monte Carlo simulation
does not take into account the temporal extent of the pump pulse). Note also that there
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Fig. 5.3.4 Comparison of the measured electron distribution at t=480fs for E=Oand
E=lOkV/cm.

is no evidence of a long-lived nonthermal peak such as is predicted for n=2x1018cm-3
(Fig. 5.2.3). The agreement between experiment and theory is very good for E=O and
a density on the order of 1017cm-3.
A measurement of the effect of a 10kV/cm electric field for a fixed

pump/probe delay of 480fs is shown in Fig. 5.3.4. As expected, the presence of the
field enhances the transmission at shorter wavelengths, indicating a higher electron
population in the tail of the distribution. Unfortunately it was found that the degree of
this transmission enhancement was not very reproducible. Only two MBE samples
were studied in this experiment. The small number of samples was due to two
reasons First, Spire MOCVD samples that had also been prepared were found to
have a large dark current. This rendered them useless because they were likely to
break down at high fields. Second, the thinned samples were very fragile and yields
were low. There were two sources of variation within the experiment: between the
two samples and from one long data acquisition to the next. As a reproducibility test,
one of the samples was measured with E=O for three different 30-minute data scans.
The peak of the induced transmission near the bandedge was repeatable to within
f0.5% for the three scans, but the amplitude of the tails varied significantly.
Specifically, the average value for ATfl at lOOmeV was 3f 1%.
The second source of variation was from one sample to the other. The
absolute magnitude of ATfl depended critically on the quality of the overlap between
the pump and probe beams, which is why a detailed overlap procedure was
developed. For this reason it was not possible to make quantitative comparisons of
the magnitude of ATfl between the two samples.
Broad-band probe measurements are complicated by the fact that the shape of
the white-light spectrum tends to "wobble" even when all components have been
optimized, which limits the sensitivity of the measurement to 2% changes in

transmission. This is the same order as the expected changes in the tail of the
distribution. For these reasons it was decided to proceed with the experiment using
discrete probe wavelengths, a technique which improves the sensitivity by an order of
magnitude.

5.3.4 Discrete Probe Results
The principal of probing at discrete wavelengths is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.5
with the data of Fig. 5.3.3 used as an example. The three probe wavelengths selected
are 810nm, 780nm, and 750nm, corresponding to electron energies of 100, 150, and
200rneV respectively. As explained in section 5.2, with no applied field there are
never very many electrons with energies as high as 200meV, so only a very small
transient absorption signal is expected at that energy. When a field is applied,
however, electrons are heated by the field, a high-energy tail develops, and the
transient absorption should be enhanced.
The simplest way to probe at discrete wavelengths would be to put
interference filters in the probe beam in front of the sample. This is not an ideal
situation because changing filters tends to misalign the pumplprobe overlap and the
optical delay introduced by each filter varies from one filter to another. This makes it
difficult to make precise comparisons for different wavelengths. Instead, the full
probe spectrum is focussed through the sample and the discrete wavelengths are
selected

the sample. One other modification is necessary, shown in Fig. 5.3.6.

A beamsplitter placed in the probe beam divides it into two beams, one which passes
through the sample and one which serves as a reference. The reference and probe
beams are detected with matched spectrometers and PMT's. The spectrometers are set
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Fig. 5.3.5 Discrete versus continuum probing of transient absorption.

Fig. 5.3.6 Details of the differential technique used in the discrete probe wavelength
mode.

to the discrete wavelengths of interest. By taking the difference spectrum between the
probe and reference beams and normalizing to the reference amplitude the pulse-to-

pulse amplitude fluctuations in the white-light spectrum may be subtracted out, which
yields an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity. The sensitivity limit in this
mode is a change in transmission of 1 x 1 ~ 3 .
Experimental results for E=O and n = 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ c are
m - 3shown in Fig. 5.3.7. The
arrival of the electrons at ~=100meVis immediate, limited in this case by the pump
pulsewidth. Electrons arrive later for ~=15OmeVand there are fewer at that energy. At
the extreme energy of 200meV they arrive later still and there are so few that the
transient absorption is barely detectable. These results may be compared with the
predictions of Fig. 5.2.5; all of the qualitative features of the theory have been
reproduced in the measurement.
The next step is to apply a DC bias to the sample. A lOOV bias across a
lOOpm gap should result in a uniform field in the sample of 10kV/cm. The voltage
switched across the gap was monitored on the load side of the gap with a high-speed
oscilloscope. Under no conditions was the switched voltage greater than 0.5% of the
applied voltage, indicating that the photoexcited density was low enough to induce
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Fig. 5.3.7 Transient absorption data for three discrete wavelengths with E=O and
n=2x 1017cm-3.

Fig. 5.3.8 Transient absorption data with hmk=780nm for high field and zero field
conditions.
only a small perturbation in the applied field. This justifies the assumption of a timeindependent field in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Transient absorption data for the intermediate probe wavelength of 780nm
(e=15OmeV) is shown in Fig. 5.3.8 for both E=O and E=lOkV/cm. Clearly. there is
an enhancement of the transmission with the applied field and the onset occurs earlier
in time. This indicates that there are more electrons at this point in the band and they

arrive sooner with an applied field, as expected. However, there is no sign of the
large "population overshoot" (Fig. 5.2.6) discussed in section 5.2 and predicted for a
10kV/cm field. This discrepancy will be discussed below.
The degree of the observed heating effect is quite reproducible. For one MBE
sample the average of three separate 30-minute scans resulted in ~ ~ / T = 1 0 . 4 ~ 1 . 2 x 1 0 - 3
at t 4 0 0 f s and E=O. Three separate long scans were run again for E=lOkV/cm,
yielding ~ ~ R = 1 4 . ! M . 8 x 1 0 -at3 t400fs. Only one long scan was taken at each of
the two fields for the second MBE sample. At t=400fs the results were ATR=7.3 for

E=O and AT/T=10.5 for E-lOkV1cm. The fact that AT/T was generally lower for the
second sample was probably due to non-optimum pumplprobe beam overlap.
Transient absorption data for the extreme wavelength of750nm (&=200meV)
is shown in Fig 5.3.9 for E=O and E=lOkV/cm. Although the signal-to-noise is not
large in this measurement it is clear that there is an enhancement of the transmission
when the field is applied. In fact there are so few electrons in this point in the tail of
the distribution with E=O that they cannot be detected. It may be said that a transient
absorption signal was observed with the field on but could not be detected in the
absence of the field, in qualitative agreement with the predictions of Fig. 5.2.7. Again
the effect was not as large as predicted and no overshoot of the transmission was
observed
Only one 30-minute scan was accumulated at this probe wavelength at E=O
and E=lOkV/cm for each of the two MBE samples. For one sample the results were
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Fig. 5.3.9 Transient absorption data with $mb=750nm for high field and zero field
condinons.

ATD=2.4 for E=lOkV/cm and A T n 4 . 3 for E 4 . For the other sample it was found
that ATn=1.9 for E=lOkV/cm and ATIT=-.05 for E 4 . In both cases a transmission
increase was observed with an applied field and a purnpfprobe delay of 400fs that was
clearly larger than the 1% noise level.
The data in figures 5.3.8 and 5.3.9, when compared with the Monte Carlo
predictions, indicate the presence of a field but one which is much smaller than

E=VB/L. This could be due to poor contacts, but the contact fabrication used (nGaAs/n+-GaAsIAuGeNi) is essentially identical to that used for the transient
photoconductivity samples. More likely is the formation of a stable high-field Gunn
domain in the sample, which occurs when the background doping ng or the sample
length L or both are too large. When the domain forms all of the applied field appears
across the domain (at the anode) and the field in the rest of the gap is suppressed to a
level below the threshold field of 3.8kVIcm. The role of Gunn domain formation in
GaAs photodetectors has been discussed by Wei et. al. [110]. A linearized calculation
by Jeppesen and Jeppsson [ I l l ] will be used to estimate the domain width for the
samples parameters used here.
In Fig. 5.3.10 is plotted the domain width LD relative to the gap length L for
different applied biases and for representative values of the background doping. A
polaron measurement of the doping versus depth for one of the absorption samples
revealed that the doping level was 2x101*cm-3near the surface (the n+ cap layer), fell
to 5x1016cm-3 in the undoped n-GaAs layer, exhibited a spike up to lx1018cm-3 at
the GaAdAlGaAs interface, and fell to 5xl016cm-3 in the AlGaAs layer. The spike
may be due to contamination at the interface or formation of a 2-dimensional electron

gas. The relevant number is that in the GaAs and AlGaAs layers the background
doping is 5xl0~6cm-3.Referring to Fig. 5.3.10 indicates that the extent of the domain
under these conditions is 10-15% of the sample length. In-other words, the high-field

Bias (V)

Fig. 5.3.10 Calculation of the extent of the high-field domain versus bias for several
representative doping levels.
region is limited to the domain within 10-15pm of the anode; the field in the
remainder of the sample is less than 3.8kVlcm. This is consistent with the transient
absorption data, which indicated the existence of a field but one considerably smaller
than the applied field.

An attempt was made to focus the probe beam more tightly in order to sample
the high-field domain close to the anode, but the smallest spot size attainable was
3 0 p , which was not small enough to resolve the domain.
There are several improvements in the experiment that could be carried out to
defeat the domain formation. The primary solution is to reduce noL. L is easily
m-~
doping in the GaAs
reduced by fabricating shorter gaps. The 5 ~ 1 0 l ~ c background
layer is not ideal; that material can be grown with much lower background levels. In
addition, the AlGaAs layer could be removed with a selective etch !?om the back side
of the sample. This would eliminate the AlGaAs contribution to the domain formation
(the background level in the AlGaAs is about as low as can be expected with current

MBE technology). Also it might be possible to pulse-bias the voltage on a time scale
which is shorter than that required for domain formation but long enough to insure
that displacement currents do not play a large role in the experiment
The question arises as to why there was no indication of a nonuniform field in
the transient photoconductivity measurements in chapter 4. In that case L was lOpm
and the measured background level was 5x1014cm-3.This yields an ngL product of
2xl011cm-2, which is below the threshold for stable domain formation estimated by
~ ~ case
c m -it*is; reasonable
Jeppesen and Jeppsson to be ( n g ~ ) ~ h ~ ~ ~ = l . 5 ~ 1in0 that

to assume that the internal field is uniform and given by E=VBIL.
In this section experimental details of the transient absorption measurement

have been described. Using the continuum probe approach relaxation of the initial
nonthermal electron distribution on a 200fs timescale has been observed, in good
agreement with Monte Carlo predictions and results published in the literature. Some
heating of the distribution due to an applied elecmc field was observed but was not
extremely reproducible.
In the discrete probe wavelength mode the experiment was repeated with an

order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity. In this case an enhancement of the
transient absorption was consistently observed with the application of the field, and in
the high-energy tail of the distribution a transient signal was measured with the field
applied that fell below the limits of sensitivity when the field was turned off. These
results art in qualitative agreement with the Monte Carlo predictions, but indicate that
the field in the sample is much lower than expected. A reasonable explanation of this
discrepancy is that due to stable Gunn domain formation in the sample, most of the
applied field appeared across the domain near the anode. Suggestions were described
for future work to defeat the formation of the Gunn domain and perform the
experiment .with a uniform field

6. Conclusim
The purpose of this work has been to develop and utilize experimental
techniques capable of time resolving the dynamics of photoexcitedelectrons in GaAs
under the influence of an applied electric field during the first few hundred
ferntoseconds of transport. The specific phenomenon of interest was velocity
overshoot, which is of fundamental importance to the operation of a wide range of
modem sub-micron semiconductor devices. Existing experimental evidence for this
phenomenon has been reviewed and found to be, at best, incomplete.
The approach taken here has been to concentrate on measurements that yield
direct information about the transient electron drift velocities and energies and that
maintain the necessary temporal resolution. The only techniques currently available
with sufficient temporal resolution are all-optical or hybrid electro-optic measurements
that utilize ultrafast dye lasers. One classic experiment is the measurement of transient
photoconductivity, which probes the drift velocity of an ensemble of caniers drifting
in a bulk sample by measuring the current induced in the external circuit by the motion
of the caniers. This technique has been used extensively from DC down to the
nanosecond and picosecond time scales, and in this work has been extended into the
subpicosecond regime.
Monte Carlo calculations of the transient electron drift velocity for our
particular experimental conditions of temperature, electric field, excitation
wavelength, and carrier density have been developed. They have been compared with
the temporal evolution of voltage waveforms generated by a GaAs photoconductive
switch. It has been shown in a qualitative analysis that under conditions in which the
electron and hole densities and the hole velocities are approximately constant, the time
dependence of the voltage transient is determined by the temporal evolution of the
electron drift velocities. The experiment has been performed under these conditions.

Hence the measured temporal behavior of the voltage waveform and the calculated

time dependence of the electron drift velocity may be compared directly.
Calculations and experiments have been compared with excitation
wavelengths of 620nm and 760nm under conditions of high and low applied fields.
All of the qualitative features of the Monte Carlo theory have been observed in the
experiment. In particular, a significant photocurrent overshoot has been measured at
E=lOkV/cm which is not apparent at lower fields. This constitutes the first fully timeresolved qualitative measurement of velocity overshoot in GaAs. In addition, the
Jones-Rees effect, which is apparent as a delay in the onset of photoconductivity at
low fields, has also been measured.
Transient absorption spectroscopy is an all-optical technique which measures
the shape of the joint electron and hole distribution function. To date this technique
has been used to study the relaxation of a hot photoexcited distribution to its
thermalized equilibrium state, in the process yielding important information about
subpicosecond scattering processes in GaAs. A slight modification of the standard
sample structure (addition of a n+ layer and metallization) allows the experiment to be
performed with an applied electric field. Thus heating of the electron distribution by
the field may be studied, which is the process which drives velocity overshoot. Monte
Carlo calculations of the evolution of the electron distribution function with various
applied fields have been developed and compared with the experimental results. An
increased population in the high-energy tail of the distribution has been consistently
observed on a time scale of 100-200fs. Due to difficulties with the samples, which
resulted in nonuniform field distributions in the structures, the observed effects were
not as large as predicted. Suggestions were discussed for improving the experiment
and optimizing the field in the samples which should yield experimental results in

good agreement with the theoretical predictions.

A1 QC TV Characterization of Metal-Semiconductor Contacy

It was discussed in chapter 4 that a series of contact metallizations and forms
of GaAs were tried in the course of the transient photoconductivity study, and that
some of these combinations resulted in "poor" metal-semiconductor contacts and that
others resulted in "good ohmic" contacts. The basis for these qualifications will be
described in this section.
It is well known that, in general, a metal evaporated onto a semiconductor will
form a Schottky barrier. The band diagram for the interface is shown in Fig. A l . l .

Fig. A l . l Schematic band diagram of the metal-semiconductor interface: (a)
thermionic emission d e ; (b) thermionic-field-emission mode; (c) field emission
mode [I131

There is a potential barrier between the metal and the semiconductor whose height and
width depend upon the work function of the metal, the applied bias, and the doping of
the semiconductor. The barrier may also depend on details of the surface preparation,
i.e. whether or not an interfacial oxide layer exists. There are three regimes of
transport across the interface. For lightly-doped semiconductors and wide barriers
(Fig. Al.l(a)) electrons can only enter the semiconductor through themionic
emission over the barrier. This is the usual case for unannealed metals on undoped or
lightly doped semiconductors; the current is determined by Schottky's diode equation
[112]. For higher doping levels and lower work functions the emission over the
barrier is accompanied by tunneling through the barrier; this mode is called

thennionic-field-emission (Fig. Al. 1(b)). Finally, if the barrier is thin enough then
the tunneling current dominates in a process referred to as field emission (Fig.
A 1.1(c)). It is this latter condition that is most desirable for ohmic contact formation,
since case the potential barrier appears almost transparent to carrier flow.
Achieving a high doping level in the interfacial region is criticaI for fieId
emission injection. The standard approach to achieve this has been to use a metal or
alloy which has a component that acts as a donor in the semiconductor of interest. For
n-type GaAs the alloy of choice has been AuGeNi. When this alloy is annealed above
the eutectic temperature Ge, a donor in GaAs, diffuses into the substrate. This forms
a thin highly-doped layer between the metal and the semiconductor.
This system has been studied extensively and many different fabrication
processes have been med in order to optimize the contacts [113-1171. The chemistry
at the interface during the anneal is quite complicated. While Ge diffuses into the
substrate Ga outdiffuses; Ni also diffuses into the substrate, and grains of NiAsGe
and AuGa alloys form at the surface [117]. In general the morphology of the surface

is rough. Often dopbg spikes extend into the substrate instead of forming the desired

uniformly doped layer.[ll8]
For the photoconductivity experiments square contact pads with varying
separations were fabricated along one edge of the chips for evaluation of the contacts.
The initial measurements were carried out with the following structure:

~OOAN~~~OOAAUG~RWOAAU
thermally evaporated onto semi-insulatingBridgemangrown Cr-doped GaAs substrates. The substrates were cleaned with various organic
solvents before being loaded into the evaporator. Representative IV curves for these
samples (obtained with a Tektronix curve-tracer) are shown in Fig. A1.2. The
characteristic of an unannealed sample with a 200um long gap is shown in Fig.
A1.2(a). This is the classic diode behavior with turn-on at the extremely low field of
0.6kV/cm. These contacts fail at very low voltages. In Fig. A1.2(b) is shown the IV
curve for a 50um long gap after furnace annealing for 10 minutes at 400C in a
nitrogen atmosphere. This "soft diode" characteristic is representative of a leaky
Schottky contact, in which tunneling through ohmic regions is in parallel with
thennionic emission through m a s of the contact where the doping was not effective.

Fig. A1.2 IV curves for AuGeNi on Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs: (a) unannealed
200um gap; (b) 50um gap after annealing at 400'C for 10 minutes in nitrogen.

The IV curve is linear to 6kVlcm but then increases sharply. The lV curve varies
strongly from one test pattern to the next and from sample to sample within the batch
indicating very nonuniform dopings under the contacts. These nonuniformities may
have been caused by by an oxide or contamination on the surface, by the relatively
poor quality of the GaAs (mobilities in boule-grown material are lower than in
epitaxial material), or by the existence of deep traps in the GaAs (Cr is a mid-gap
trap).
The next step in improving the contacts involved using undoped semiinsulating LEC GaAs and modifying the surface preparation. LEC GaAs does not
have the Cr deep traps and is generally better quality material than the Cr-doped
variety. Before loading the samples into the evaporator they were che&cally cleaned
and then a weak GaAs etch was used to remove 50-100A of the surface. Then the
samples were rinsed in de-ionized water and blown dry with dry nitrogen The
samples were loaded immediately into the vacuum chamber and pumped down. This
procedure was designed to remove the surface oxidation on the GaAs. Annealed

Fig. A1.3 IV curves for In on LEC GaAs annealed for 10 minutes at 4WC in a
nitrogen atmosphere: (a) lOum gap; (b) 50um gap.

NiAuGe contacts were generally improved over the previous process. The best
contacts were obtained using an evaporated annealed and In metallization
(thickness=2000A). According to Lakhani [119], annealed In on GaAs forms an
InGaAs graded heterostructure in the interfacial region which assists tunneling into
the GaAs.
Representative IV curves for two adjacent test patterns for a sample of
annealed In on LEC GaAs are shown in Fig. A1.3. Some test patterns exhibited
quasi-linear behavior to fields as high as 20kVIcm (Fig. A1.3(a)) while others
demonstrated the "soft diode" bending of the current. Clearly the uniformity of the
doping under the contacts was still not ideal. It was with these samples that some
indication of a photocurrent overshoot was first observed (section 4.4.2).
At this point in the photoconductivity experiment, as discussed in chapter 4, it

Fig. A1.4 IV curve for annealed NiAuGe contacts on epitaxial n+/n-GaAs (gap
length=lOum).

was decided to extend the study to transport in epitaxial GaAs. MBE or MOCVDgrown GaAs has the highest purity and yields the highest mobilities of any GaAs
known. An additional advantage is that during growth of the substrates a highlydoped n+ cap can be included. This guarantees the existence of an extremely uniform
highly doped layer at the surface. The problem of ohmic contact formation is the
reduced to the problem of contacting to the heavily doped layer, which is
straightforward. Fig. A1.4 shows the N characteristic for annealed NiAuGe contacts
on MBE-grown GaAs which .consisted of 500A 2xl018cm-3 n+-GaAd 2urn undoped
(5xl014cm-3) GaAs grown on a semi-insulating substrate. After metallization the n+
layer between the contacts was removed with a calibrated GaAs etch. The current was
extremely linear to SOkV/cm, and furthermore the uniformity of the N curves across a
sample and from sample to sample was very good. The reproducibility of the I-V
curves was +/- 5% throughout the batch. These samples yielded the reproducible
photocurrent overshoot results discussed in detail in chapter 4.

JXscri~tionof Laser Sources and Amplifim

A2.1 Colliding Pulse Mode-locked (CPM) and Linear-Cavitv Near-TR la=
The transient photoconductivity measurements required subpicosecond highrepetition-rate laser pulses at visible and near-IR wavelengths. The visible wavelength
(620nm) was obtained using a CPM dye laser [103,120,121]. In its original
configuration this laser produced pulses as short as 120fs. Recently Valdmanis [I031
has described optimization of the cavity configuration that allows pulse generation as
short as 27fs. The layout of the dye laser is shown in Fig. A2.1. The dye laser is
pumped with a CW argon-ion laser running at 514nm with an average power of 3W.
The gain medium is rhodarnine tetrafluoroborate in ethylene glycol and the saturable
absorber is DODCI in ethylene glycol. The output coupler has a nonnal-incidence
transmission of 3%. The repetition rate is determined by the cavity length and is
typically 100MHz. The shortest pulses are produced when the net group velocity
dispersion (GVD) in the cavity is at a minimum. Valdmanis added the four glass
prisms to compensate for

Fig. A2.1 Configuration of the CPM laser.

GVD introduced by the cavity mirrors and dye jets. Translating one prism laterally in
the cavity varies the amount of GVD without affecting the cavity alignment. The
minimum pulsewidth is obtained by monitoring the autoconelation pulsewidth and
adjusting the position of the prism. Pulses as short as 55fs with an average power of
lOmW per beam (IOpJ/pulse) were generated in our laboratory. During the transient
photoconductivity measurements the laser typically generated pulses with durations of
65fs.
The laser used for the near-IR experiments was a synchronously-pumped
linear-cavity dye laser, shown in Fig. A2.2 [122]. This laser is pumped with a
Nd:YAG laser which generates 90ps pulses at a repetition rate of lOOMHz and a
(frequency-doubled) wavelength of 532nm. The average pump power is 850mW.
The saturable absorber used was cryptocyanine and the gain medium was LDS722; in
both cases the solvent was a combination of ethylene glycol and propylene carbonate.
The maximum output power was 3OmW and the minimum attainable pulsewidth was
300fs at a wavelength of 76011x11. Unlike the CPM, adjustments in the amount of glass
in the cavity only resulted in minor changes in the pulsewidth.
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Fig. A2.2 Schematic of the linear-cavity near-IR dye laser.

A2.2 Synchronously-pum-pedCPM and R
w
A diagram of the subpicosecond spectroscopy facility at LLE which was

utilized for the transient absorption measurements is shown in Fig. A2.3 [123]. The
system consists of four major components: a CW mode-locked Nd:YAG pump laser,
a synchronously-pumped CPM dye laser [124], a multi-stage dye amplifier pumped
with the output from a regenerative amplifier [125], and a continuum generation cell
(described in section 5.3.1).

3-Slrge Synchronous

Dye Oacillalor
C 100 11

620 nm

T
I
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Pump-Probe

l l h

350-950 nm

Fig. A2.3 Block diagram of the subpicosecond spectroscopy facility.

The synch-pumped CPM, shown in Fig. A2.4, is identical to that described
by Noms et. al. [I241 with the addition of four glass prisms for dispersion
compensation, whose purpose was'described in the preceding section. When the
amount of glass in the cavity is optimized and the cavity length of the dye laser is
precisely matched to that of the Nd:YAG laser (using a piezo-electric translator),

Fig. A2.4 Design of the synchronously-pumped CPM laser with prism dispersion
compensation.

pulses as short as 70fs with an average power of 40-50mW may be generated. During
the course of the transient absorption measurements the CPM routinely produced 100120fs pulses.
A schematic of the regenerative amplifier (regen) and dye amplifier chain is
shown in Fig. A2.5. This system has been described by Duling et. al. [125]. 15% of
the ew mode-locked Nd:YAG power is converted to 532nm and is used to pump the
CPM. About 300rnW of the remaining IR power is sent through an optical fiber and
the pulses are injected into another cw-pumped Nd:YAG cavity. After 40 round trips
the pulses have been amplified to the I d level and are rejected from the cavity with a
cavity dumper. The regenerative amplifier can be run with a repetition rate as high as
1.7kHz; during the experiment a rate of llcHz was used.
The regen output is frequency doubled and used to pump a standard 2- or 3stage collinear dye amplifier chain. The amplifier dye was sulforhodarnine 640 in
50/50 methimollwater and the saturable absorber was malachite green in ethylene

I Varlrbb
I
L------

Regenerative Amplifier

Saturable
Atnorber

Synchronourly Pumped
Dye Amplifier

Fig. ,425 Schematic of the regenerative amplifier and synchronously-pumped dye
amplifier.

glycol. Using a 2-stage amplifier for the transient absorption experiments resulted in
amplified dye pulse energies of 10uJ. Note that the dye oscillator pulses were precompensated with a prism pair before injection into the dye amplifier chain. This
corrected for dispersion due to the optics in the amplifier and yielded amplified
pulsewidths of 100-120fs.

A3. J3ecomrnendations for Future WQ&

A3.1 Transient Photoconductivity Ex~erimenf
a) Quantify the comparison between theory and experiment. The Monte Carlo
transient velocities may be used as an input to a realistic circuit model of the
photoconductive switch and transmission lines to predict the actual transient voltage
on the terminal of the switch. This analysis is being developed by Bob Grondin and
his students at Arizona State University.

b) Extend the study to other materials, including InP, AlGaAs, and relevant
alloys. It would also be interesting to look at transport in p-type GaAs in which the
electron mobilities are expected to be different than those in n-type material.

c) Extend the study to other structures. The optimal structure for achieving a
uniform field in the sample would be a p-i-n structure, which would require replacing
one of the n+ contacts with a p+ contact. Another interesting experiment would be to
measure the transient photoconductivity in a HEMT layer, the electron mobilities in a
two-dimensional gas are much higher than in bulk GaAs. This technique could be

used to time-resolve real-space transfer as well as k-space transfer.

d) Perform the bulk GaAs experiment at low temperature. Velocity overshoot

is expected to be significantly enhanced at 77K. The experiment should also be
repeated with near-bandedge (870nm) photoexcitation to maximize the degree of
velocity overshoot.

A3.2 Transient Absomtion Experiment
a) As discussed in the text, the sample must be modified in order to defeat
GUM domain formation and allow for a uniform field in the structure. These steps
should include: growing another MBE layer with reasonably low background doping;
eliminating the electrical contribution from the AlGaAs layer by physically removing
the layer from the back side of the sample using a selective etch; reducing the length
of the sample (a 20um gap would be a reasonable size). Other possible steps to
establish a uniform field might include using a p-i-n structure, carrying out the
experiment in p-type GaAs, and pulse-biasing the sample on a time scale shorter than
that necessary to form the domain.

b) For quantitative analysis of the data a careful measurement of the timeindependent reflectivity and transmissivity of the sample needs to be carried out to
establish the wavelengthdependent absorption coefficient.

c) The measured electron distribution should be plotted on a semi-log scale
versus energy for interpretation of the temperature of the ensemble.

d) The experiment could be repeated at low temperature (77K) to yield
information about the temperature dependence of the various scattering processes.

e) There is some controversy in the literature concerning hot-electron
relaxation in bulk GaAs versus GaAs quantum wells. A series of different samples
with various quantum we11 widths could be studied to shed light on what role the
dimensionality of the sample plays in the relaxation and transport processes.
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